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This report gives the results. of a•design study of a spread spec-
;: "^`	 arum transponder for use on the HEAO-C satellite. The transponder per-
^^^
	




determination, ground commanc! receiver, and telemetry data transmitter.
^:
The spacecraft transponder and .associated communication system components.
`_	 will. allow the HEAO-C satellite to utilize the Tracking and Data Relay








^• ,^ (1) The ground site subnet of the post - 1970 STDN-will include





Reduction in the HEAD-C tape recorder. requirement. to onl y
a








(3) Allows high	 data
(4)	 .Near-continuous monitoring and near-•nstantaneous access._f
3 leading to real-time command and control. 	 - ^`
^:
s ^^
{x In TDRSS terminolo gy, HEAD is a medium dada rate user. 	 As such,
^^
,.
depending on mission requirements,. it could operate as a multiple access ^^
..




use of either of these modes of operation under control of ground command.
x^
('{ ^,
^^ This. will allow for e the .greatest freedom in TDRSS scheduTingallow for . ^`
,^ _,.
:,
:, growth in'the HERO'experimental package,- and-still guarantee the most)'
i^f
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;The transponder design includes an eleventh order gold code gen-
erator operating at .6 fl CHIP/SEC (h1A) or 6 P1 CHIP/SEC (SSA) along
with carrier and code-delay-lock loops for code acquisition and coher-
ent despreading. ?he return telemetry data is coded by a K =7, V=3
convolutional encoder. This allows a 6db coding-gain.
Associated communication systems components .have been. specified
by a previous report, and will ^e only briefly described in this report.
Section 2 is a description of the. .present TDRSS subnet from the
point of viev^ of the user's interface. Section 3 is a general descrip-
tion of the HEAD-C-TDRSS system configuration. Sections ^, 5'6, 7,
and 2 describe components of the HEAO-C transponder including the gold-
code generator, convolutional'encoder, and carrier and code delay-lock
loops..
Section 9 is a summary of the total spread spectrum transp^mder
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This section gives a description of the TDRSS subnet as it affects
^^ r
the HEAO-C as a system user.	 The transponder design allo^^;s ground com-
^,^ wand programming as a PIA or SS11 user, so each of these Tr7RSS support
^' features ^wi 11 be described .
	 This rnaterial
	 i s f r^om the June 10, 1y74
'^^ TnRSS :Users' Guide (X-805-74-176).
.The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (Tf^RSS) concept con-




longitude and.-a ground. terminal centrally located in tine continental
^^..' united States.	 Fldditionally, the system .includes true spare satellites:
^°^' one in orbit, and one in configuration for a rapi^;d repl,ace^riznt launc^t.
"^ The payload of each Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TORS) is the
,^




between low earth'-orbiting. user spacecraft and tie TU!<SS ground. fermi-
	 `
^^, `nal .	 A "bent-Fipe" concept i
	 used' in the design of ±:iie telecornrnunica-
-^°^ tons service system (.o., all communication signals received at ti1C`
'^^ TuRS are translated in_frequenc ,y and retransnitted).
^^
The telecomrnunications	 1inE: frdm the ground. terminal
	 to the TUf:S
^^
to the user is called the for^aard link and d^till
	 be used to 'carry user'
command data, traci;ing`signals, and voice transmissions.
	 ..The link from
u^ the user to the TORS to the .ground terrninal'is called the return-link
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.. ._ ... ^ ^..,.,,..,^,	 _	 ^..^	
I —
and 'voice. Qoth the forward and return links consists of a space-to-
spaci^ link between the TDRS and the user, and aspace -to-around link
between the^TDRS and the TDRSS ground terminal-, 	
--
Each TDRS provides the following two types of_space-to-space com-
munication links;
^i ; a.	 Multipfe-access System. 	 One 10-element	 S-band phased array
^
antenna system to support the forward link (command link) of 20
,..^
^:
users (time shared), and one 3U-element S-band. phased .array an-
tenna to-support the return link	 of 20 users simultaneously. 	 The














operating at both S- and Ku-band.	 This configuration is called`a
,:
,..	 f i
^'	 p ^ single-access system because each antenna will. normally support one^;
;, !	 .
fi`'
user at a ti'me_.	 However, each antenna e can support two users smul-
^^ ^* taneously (one . at S-bandand ane at Ku-band) provided. both. users 	 ';
^^
•	 ^ are within thebeamwidth of the. antenna.	 The user spacecraft sups
{y ported by this system are called Single-access {SA) S- or Ku-band
t ^.
users.
:.:}: The two-satellite TDRSS concept is illustrated in figure 2-1.
	
The
genera') TDRSS Frequency plan {TDRSS to .user) is an follows:
' FORWARD
^: ,^ (1)	 2237.5 MHZ - hULTIPLE ACCESSi!
{ 2)	 220.0 TO	 23Q0 t^1FIZ S I NG^E ACCESS	 ' `
^ ^^ (3)	 '14.6 TO 15.25 GtIZ SIiJGLE ACCESS'
` RETURfd
(1)	 2106.4 MHZ -MULTIPLE.. ACCESS3 (2)	 2025 TO	 2120 P1tiZ SLNGLE ACCESS













'>^1M1 ^1# ^ItwM ^ ^ a^ ^ ^M ^M ^[ ^
GROUND STATION
(COt^I;S)
Figure 2-1 Two-satellite TDRSS Concept
f	 i
_..	 .^


























•.	 [.rte. "'-----•,_^ -•---••^	 ^
T
The elements of the TURSS described by support mode are as follows;
3.3 MULTIPLE-ACCkSS SYSTEf^1
3.3.1 FORI^lAP,D (Cgi^iMAND) LINK
- 10-element	 phased array, 23-d6
gain, single steered beam per TDRS.
- 2.106.4 i^1Nz, all .users on same
frequency.
-	 5 i^iFiz .
- 34 dBw peak.
- Continuous.
- Time shared between users.
lU0 to 1000 b/s.
- P^^ spread spectrum. PSK (t90^),
biphase.
is Operation	 - All users on same comr^and frequency,
	
{ ^^	 users separated by user unique codes-
beam steered to desired user for
	
j'^ ^	 duration of"-command and/or tracking.
sequence.	 ^
	
;^	 ^ . Code ty^^e
	
- Gold ., 1 ength to be def ined (_ 2000
	f ^^	 bits/code).
*EIRP in direction of; user.
3.3.2 RETURN (TELEMETRY) LINK
R a. Antenna -	 30-element phased array.	 (gain 28
dB}.
4.
b Frequency -	 2287.5 MHz (all users on-same
frequency).
,..^
o,' bandwidth -	 5 h1Hz.
^^ d. Array beamforming' -	 X111 element combining/beam forming^^,
performed at ground .  terminal;	 Separ-























?^ it e. i;eturn link signal -	 Code division r^ultiplex/PRhI spread ^'
characteristic spectrum modulation (tentative value
''	 ,^ 3.0 t41ch/s).	 PSK ( ±90°), biphase
^^ f. itlaximum °single user -	 48 kb/s.
^}	 ^, telemetry rate
^	 .ff^ g. Average user telemetry -	 :Each user's supportable data rate is
rate = 10 kb/s a function of the number, EIRP,-and




h. S^r^port duration/user -	 Continuous vahen in view of either
TDRS (at least 85 percent of each
^^ low earth orbit).
^^ i . Uata handling -	 Data returned. to user in real time.
^-^
x ,j. Code type -	 fold, length to be determined





Each single-:access system can operate at S-band (command and teleme-
} ' V	 I	 z7
try), Ku-band (command and telemetry), or both simultaneously. 	 There.
^- are. two single-access systems per TDRS.





Forward ( Command) Link
a. Antenna -	 3.8-meter 'diameter parabolic re-
..,. fl ector.
`^ b. Antenna. gain -	 35.4 dB.
r^
c. Frequency -	 2025 to 2120 MHz. 	 Each. user at a
_^, separate frequency..
`^' d. TDRS signal EIRP - -43.4 dBw peak normal; 46.0 dBw
peak high power...
--^ ^. Bandwidth -	 20'MHz narrowband, tunable over
100^MHz band'.




























,'; ^^ g. Modulation -	 PN spread spectrum. 	 PSK (±90°),
l
biphase..
;`'^^^ h. Desired user I.D. -	 Qy beam pointing and frequency.
;,




>' ^-^ a. Antenna -	 3.8-rneter diameter parabolic re-
;: flector. ^
` ^^ b. Antenna gain -	 36 dB.




d . Qandwi dth -	 10 h1Hz . :^
.	 F_ ^
-^ e. Telemetry data rate -	 Up to 5 alb/s.
^
_. f. Spectrum spreading -	 Not required by TDPSS.
_. r
g. (^IoduTaton -	 PSK (±900 ) biphase (other modula- <.
,..
..fl tion schemes available because-TDRS
^+ is a bent.ppe and IF outputs from
^^ the receiver are available at the
s ^ ground station).i '^







,^^	 3, TURSS-HEAD-C SYSTE;^1 CONFIGURATION
^^	 The telecommunication requirements of the HEAO-C satellite for the
two TUBS system are :assumed as follows:
° t
	




,^	 Forward Link:	 1 kbps.	 Command Channel
F:^	 Return Link:	 b.4 kbps	 Reap time telemetry
3.2 . kbps	 Recorded data
9.fi kbps	 TOTAL. DATA RATE
^...
^' '"'" HIGFI RATE P!lODEt
?	 C ; Forward Link:	 1 kb s	 Command ChannelP
^ Return Link:	 120 kbps	 Real time experimental
^ data
;;	 ;.f^	 ^^ ^
;^ Power link margin is speci-fied as fidb for a telemetry s3ER of 1
i ; ^" part in 10.5..
^? The low rate mode	 minimum requirements and could..be;represents^,^,
'.'
a; ^^ serviced bythe MA mode of the TDRS.	 The high rate-mode would require
^' the SSA mode of the TDRS,. and all ows for growth in the HEAO-C experi-^•} ^^.
ment package.	 _
'The forward TDRS-HEAD-C link (command cha nnel) is selected to
have no error .control coding. 	 This avoids the' implementation of a
decoding algorithm in the spacecraft. 	 Power link margin is specified
G,











Tables 3-1 and 3-2 are the forward link power budgets for the
,: ,`^	 TDRS-HEAO-C link. They are for the multiple-access S-band case and the
^;	 single-access S-band case.
The forward acquisition sequen,e is divided into two subsequences.
r^
!`	 They are:
E	 (1) Acquisition on low gain antenna ( HEAD-C) and -reception.
^^	 of high gain antenna pointing commands.
(2) Acquisition on high gain antenna (HEAO-C) and reception






























TDRS Antenna Gain {d6) 23.0
TDRS . Transmit Power (dBw) 13.0
RF Transmit Loss (d6)
-1.0
Transmitted EIRP {dBw)-Peak {S+N) 35.0
-TDRS Transponder Lass (db) -1.0
Peak Signal EIRP (d6w) 34.0
Antenna Pointing Loss {d6) 0.0
Si nal EIRP	 dBw 34.0
Space Loss (db) -191.6
User Antenna Gain (d6) Gu
Polarization Loss (dB} -0,5
P5 - Signal Power Out of User {^Bw) -158,1 + Gd
Ts (Antenna Output.) (^K) 824
Ts (dB} 29.2
KTS (claw/Hz) -199.4
P /KT	 (dB-Hz) 41.3 + GU
Demodulation/:Bit Sync Loss (dB) -.1.5
`Demodulation Lass (PM)	 (dB) -1.0
Residual Carrier Loss (dB) 0.0
Required Eb/hJo {dB-Hz) (4pSK) 10.8
System Margin (dB) -f^1
Achievable Data Rate {d6) 28.0-M+Gu
Coding Gain Gc






















Table 3-1. Calculation for Multiple-access Forward L^^c, S-band







Table 3.-2. Calculation for Single-access Forward Link, S-band
^^
BER 10-6
TDRS Antenna Gain (dB) 35.4
TDRS Transmit Power (dBw) 11.5-
RF Transmit Loss. (d6) -2.0	 -
Transmitted EIRP (d6w) Peak (S+N) 44.9
TDRS Transponder Loss (d6) -1.0
Peak Signal EIRP (dBw) 43.9
Antenna Pointing Loss (d6) -0.5
Signal `ELRP (d6w) 43.4*
Space Loss (dB) -191.6




Ps -Signal Power Out. of User (dBw) -148.7 + Gu





Ps /I:Ts 	(dQ-Nz) 50.7 + Gu














Achievable Data Rate ( d6) 34.4 -^^1+Gu
Theoretical FEC Gain R=3, K=7 (dB) Gc




































;^`I ^	 The achievable data rates during the two acquisition phases are
'^




_^,	 ^	 P1A I-!EI',0-C (FORt^lI1R41)
>'^	 MARGIN
	 Gc	 Gu	 DATE RATE
^x
^,,^ ^ PHASE 1
=-^'	 PHASE 2
I	 ,




	 Gc	 Gu	 DA
8 0 0 100 BPS
10 0 20 b.3 KBPS




Table. 3-3 Achievable Data Rates by Acquistoh Phase, t^1A and SSA:
_	
-
The data rates during the two stage acquisition for both the MA 	 -
and SSA cases are selected as:
	 ^',,
G PHASE 1	 -	 100 BPS ANTENiJA COMMANDS
PHASE 2	 -	 1KBPS SPACECRAFT COf^IMANDS
Tables 3-4 .and 3-5 `are the return link po^^erbudgets for the TDRS-
`.,	 ^' HEAO-G: link.-	 They are for themultiple-access _ 	S-band case and the single- 	 i
^, access S-band case.	 The return link (telemetry data.) is selected to have
^< -
error control coding. 	 The code selected is a I<=7, V=3 convolutional en-
r	
^ coding/soft-decision	 V'iterbi	 decoding.	 Power link margin is specified




















Table: 3-4. Calculation for Multiple-access Return link, S-band
BEk 10-5





TDRS Antenna Gain C^ ±13°(d6) 23.0
PS
 at Output of Antenna (dBLd)
-165.2 +EIRP
Ti	 (ante;nna output terminals)
	 ( o K) 324
T (due to direct other. user interference) 255'
KITS + Ti ) (dUW)
-198.3
PS
/K(Ts + Ti ) +33.1 +°£IRp





AG IPA Loss (dB)
-0.5
System ^^largin (dB) -h1
Required Eb/No (10-SBER)-, dPSK -9.9
Achievable Data Rate (dB) 13.2=M+EIRP
FEC Gain,. R = 3, K = 7 (d6) 60











Ps at Output of An enna (dBW) -157.2 +ELRP
TDRS Antenna Gain {c!B}
-3.6..0	 (50%)
Ti (because of direct other
user interference) (°K) ----
TS (Antenna Output Terminals) (^K) a24
KTs at Output of Antenna.
-199.4





PN Loss (dB) 0.0
Residual Carrier Loss (dB} 0.0




Required Eb/N0, ^PSK, -9.9
Achievable Data Rate ( d6) 25.8 _+ EIRP-M
FEC Gain, R = 2, K _ 7 (d6) 6.0
Achieva b1e Data Rate' (d6) 31.0 + ELRP -M
--a-^-,_^.,r
^ ^,	
. - ^ - ;
_. _, .
















The HEAO-C return link EIRP is selected-to be 24.8 dbw with the
antenna system selected previously (FINAL REPORT NGR-01-001-021). The











































_The,HENO-C transponder will require an a eventh order gold code
. generator.	 'This is required for the multiple =access mode and is se-
,,




;r..-ham to the ground HERO control.	 -
'.
This section	 the	 -code selection	 the resultsgives	 goldpro edure.,
for synthesis of eleventh order codes, and a design of the generator.
x
^ Gold codes are a particular type of a larger group of sequences
' ^	
,
called non-max imum length.,. -	A sequence. generating structure is de- ^
*.' scribedby its characteristic polynomial, and characteristic poly p- ^"



































generating structure) is factorable,
^	 ^
^ then the sequence depends. on	 initial. conditions and in general the sequences










same length.	 Example:	 l+x+x +x ±x	 gives three sequences of period 5:.
.y
^ ^	 ^
If the po ynomial is prime {irreducible) and primitive (maximal)
^;
i then the sequences generated are rnax^mum length.
__
Irreducible polynomials are tabulated in several coding references
G
^' including Peterson's book on error correcting codes.
,^	 .
'`	 ^ If the polynomial factors into. two primitive irreducible polynomials..:.
r.	 I'
^ 	^ ^	 ^^^^ of game order, n, then it gives 2 n+1 codes of .length 2 n -1 and is a can••
^; didate gold code generator, also it gives codes of length 2(2n-1}.
If the polynomial factors into - tyro primitive irreducible polynomials
whose code lengths. are relatively prime, then it gives 1 code of length





If the polynomial factors into: primitive irreducible polynomials or
i rre ductile polynomials .whose code	 engths are not relatively prime:, then
	 -^
;,	 ^.	 ^



































^! ^	 Examples of the different types. of polynomials are as follows:.
:''	 PRIMITIVE: x4+x3+1
^- ,^!	 IRREDUCIBLE (NOT PRIMITIVE): x4+x3+x2+x+1
°^	 NOT IRREDUCIBLE: x6+x3+x2+x+1=(x4+x3+1) (x2+x+1)- NON-MAXIMAL
" ' ^	 7+x5+ 4+x2+ = 4+ 3+	 3+ 2.^
. ^	 x	 x	 1 (x x 1) (x x 1) HYBRID-SUM CODE
°^
x10+x9+x7+x+1=(x5+x4+x3+x+1) (x5+x3+1) GOLD CODE
f
^	 As an example of the listing of irreducible polynomia s, the ir-
'\'
^, ^ ^	 reducible polynomials of order 6 from Peterson. are:
Polynomial (.00TAL) Bi nary Polynomial
103	 * 110000100 1+x+x6
127	 - 1.11010100 1+x+x2+x4+x6
?^ 147	 * 111001100 1+x+x2+x5+x6
111 100100100 1+x3+x6
015 101100000 1+x2+x3






^^` ^ There. al soexs^t the reverse code polynomials (riot shown by Peterson.). 	 ;
!




,,	 ,^ 165 101011100 1+x2+^4+^5+^6
163'	 * 1.10011100 l+x+x +x +x
111 100100100 1+X3+x6
013 110100000 l+x+x3
133	 * 110110100 1+x+x3+x4+x6
007 111000000 l+x+x2
! Goldcodes are useful in conmunications systems with multipleusers
^,
j	 ^ on the same channel. 	 With gold codes, user seperation can be achieved_
,' ti a
with code division multiplexing.
	 Figure 4-2 illustrates amulti—station.














STATION #1	 STATTON #1
a
STATION #2	 STATION #2
^	 ^ ^ ^	 CHAffNEL
f
:.^..- . "' ^	 STATION #N 	 STATION #N
g





The use of gold codes.{Pseudo-Orthogonal Codes) allows effective
^ ^	 code division multiplexing..by minimizing codecross-correlation,
4 ^' As a review of correlation of codes consider the two sequences:
^ ^
^^	 (b) 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
f
Define correlation as eab { ^) = PJa - Nd	 {4-1)
',^^	 where. Na: fJo. of agreements
























'	 .For the codes :







eab (0) _ -5
,^ `; ^
	
eab (1) _ +3
(^`	 eab (2) _ +3
^^ .;	 eab (3) _ -1
l^=	
eab {^) _ +3
eab (5)	 -1
E-	 eab {6) = -1
^;
^ff
':	 The following transformation in the "logical 1" and "logical 0"
' ^	 digits of the code can be made:
















tJow a phase coded spread spectrum signal can be represented as:
C i
s(t) + aofo( Y ) + a^fo(t-^) + a2fio(i- ZL1) +	 (4 -4)
m







y^ `' Where f	 is the general representation of the carrier waveform.
and the "a" terms are the code digits. 	 A matched filter receiver for


































































The receiver has impulse response
h(T) = b(n-1) d(T-n) + b(n-2) d (T-2o)
,;
k=0
The receiver output for a general signal input (e{^}) is
a




^	 ^aow substitude h(T-'1^) and s(T) into (4-6)
n-1_ ,


























_	 ^	 eab(^) fo	 ( T-e^)	 (4-16 )
^_-^	
1
and the output of the matched filter receiver- depends on the cross-
	 ^^ {
^,
^.^ correlation between	 codes. "a." and "b".
Lf "a" and "b" are the same t^1L sequence, the oui.nut is small except
when ^=0, or ^ i s an -integer multiple of n r'ihere
,^ •F
S n=2n -1	 (4-11)
and where Pd i s the order of the code.
	 For example	 f iJ=12 , i^J= 4095 and _	 ^:
=	 4095	 T-e	 ^_ ^_OP1AX	 ^ T)	 fo	 (	 ^)	 (^ 1^)
' now i f "a" and "b" are not the same I .1L sequence eab (^) can be 1 arge . 	 For
.q
a
' the case N = 12 for "a" and "b", but "a" and "b" not both same sequence,
' gab (^) can be as large as 1400:	 This is a large cross correlation for`
'














































































depends on initial conditions.	 Figure 4-6
^:
.










































" r^^ If the .shift. register polynomial has ( 1 +x) as a factor, then i f i t z
	^ ^^ generates sequence "a" i t wil l also generate a` (the complinvent of "a"). ^^,
^j Thin is obvious because. (l+x) will generate a "1" or "0" all the .time ^5
^ depending on initial conditions. ^;
,x
"a"	 "b"If sequences	 and	 can be generated in a shift register, then
^.




' ^ Ia -}a	 ..(initial conditions Ia generates a) ,^	 ;.




Ia ^ Ib -►a a^ b ^
^;
^^
Now further consider . the cross - correlation between two sequences of



















a , ...	 ^,
._^;_	 ;
^_
viher^e n=2 1^^-1 or
eG^b (^,) = n-2nd




















































The quest-ion in optimizing a multiple access code division mutiples
'	 system is "How do you pick pairs =of ML codes with minimum eab (^,)"?
Consider the basic theorem from error correcting code study.
Theorem:	 Let « be any primitive 2N-1 root of unity. Let fi be the
minimal polynomial ofi a•
1'i ,
S
i Let9kCx) +	 1 + X(2P!_1)^t (4 -22)
^^ fl(x) x f2(x) xf3
 (X) +	 . x f
	 (x)k
.,..^- ^ .
where there. are no repeats in the. f terms tfien
;{
a, b E V ^ g k ) ^	 Il a+b II >k
.4 where




« ^	 is a coset group, i	 is thF^ lable.from the.. table f^ (x) is the polynomial
.;
i with lable i.	 The table belo^^r gives an example of coset groups and equiv-
;; alent tables (nth degree) -^
.
`
1	 2	 4	 a	 1G
!
?;
3	 G	 12	 24	 17
f10D 315	 10	 20	 9	 li3
15	 30	 29	 27	 23
7	 14	 28	 25	 i9
11	 22	 13	 26	 '21
l^s an example of the use of the theorem for 5th degree codes select
k=5 (arbi trary) .	 Then
I,




^: Where repeats from the-coset group. table have been el iminated.
IF	 a,b e V	 1+x
31
	Ila+b ll 	 = Nd>5
^^ P1P3P5
^^^^







. f^. ^ _ -	 ___ _	 .^_^.__^	 _	 ...	 - - _a_	 -	 ^	 -	 - -	 -__...	 ^ .
,^___Y__^ ^	 .—_ ____	 _	 __




930 (x) = 1+x31	 = 1+x31	(4-24)
flf2_	
f30	 f if 3f 5f ll f 15f 7
	







(flf3f5f11f15f7) (1+x) = 1+x31 (4-26)
_.	 ^ a,bE	 (1+'x) 	 It a+b^ 11 >30
.Since	 a:	 sequence. of 31
	 1
b:	 sequence of 31 "0" i
.,
^	 ^.^	 ^ i t i s seen that- iJd = 31>30
^
(4-27)	 ',
^.. ° The-maximum value-of the code cross-correlation function can be
'	 ^'^ ^ bounded by use of the foll ov^ing theorem:
^^_
-^	 I, ..




Proof:	 If a,be V (gk)
r	 i^^	 ^ y then- a+be V (gk)	 (because . Ia -+a,	 Ib -^b, 1 a+Ib -^a +b)	
--,.
and a+bE U (g l` )	 (because. (1+x) is a factor of gk(x))
^ from the first theorem
IF a+b it	 >k it	 a+b	 11	 >k
r or
'
fJ1	 a+b II	 =	 2 -1
	
-	 .a+b 11	 >k!	 ({	 }	 II
I
y
^	 ^ _a+b	 <(2N -1')	 -k tl	 a+b {^_	 >k
k< ;	 Ila+bil	 <(2N -1)	 k!,I
i ^ -2k^ >-2	 Ila+bll	 >-2(2 N-1) + 2k
F.,	 , -{(2N-1;)--2k} <(2N-1)-2	 Ila+bll	 <(2N-1)-2k}i	 ^ ,^ OR (2 fJ






















_ ^.. .._	 .^
he	 f This theorem gives the method for selecting gk which generates
',
sequences a, b,^•^ such that the cross-correlation function is
bounded.







g4 =	 1-x31	 _ 1
+x31
r^ P1P2P3P4	 P1 (x) P:3(x)^..
..
^,




,.. r (1+x) (1+x+X
2+x4
+x5 ) (1+x3+x5 ) (1+x+x2+x3+x5).(1+x+X3+x4+x5)
f
"	 P A polynomial of degree 21, as a second example consider the case
as
^_ N=S, k=6:
f 	 . Y	 e	 .s
^Y	 -.
{
«^	 g6 _ 1+X3 1
	= ( 1+x) P 1 P3P P ^P P11	 (1+x) p P p
	
5 l, i 7	 15 7 11
P 1 P3 F5	 P1P3F5
' ,..	 A 16th order pol'ynomia1, as-a third example consider the code (V=5; k=1Q:
1
1	
^	 ^eab^ < 31-20+11 ;









^eab^<9 for this case because ^eab^ cannot be an even number for odd
,:.	 code lengths.
',

















9 k	 (1+x) p1P3P5pllpl`,P7	 •
t.
^	 ^ U . plp2 ... pk
4`^ the (1 •}x),Factor just produces compliment sequences ^	 ,
2	 Take k as far a as	 ossible leavin	 one	 air in the numerator(	 )	 g	 p	 g	 p;,
g10	 ^1+x) P ll p15
,,
r
(3)	 Tien ^eab^	 is optimally bounded.	 For example ^












The value of k such that one pair is let f gives. minimum cross
`;; correlation.	 The ..pair of remaining polynomials are the prefered
.^ pair.	 _
This is the basis of gold codes, developed by Rober	 Gold.	 The `^
following theorem is_the form usually seen -in discussions of gold. codes..
^'
^`
Theorem	 Let fl (x) be a primitive polynomial of degree fJ
Let x l (The.1 is the fable) be a root` of fl	 (x)_
^. ^ Let f2 (x) be the irreducible polynomial .such that
i 2^ +1	 is the root of f2 (x) for Pl-odd
p
2n22 +1	 is the root of f2 (x) for fV-even





a:	 generated by fl(x)



















fl (x) = 1+X2+x^
^.. __ , ..-^.	 _-..^.-^.._. _.,, f_ 	 v,	 .._	 ..
For example consider the polynomial
:;l
r r2iJ21 +1 = ^
f5 (x) 
_ 1+x+x2+X^+^S t





^' b:	 f5 (x) ^
Then	 ^eab^	 < 9
If it ^rrere required- to use label 7 from the 5 h degree coset group
`^^` that could be done as follows:
7	 (1 ^ 5)	 +	 (7,35) ^ (7 ^ 4) ; (7^1)
and polynomials with.-..5th degree coset fables. 1 and 7 become the preferred







(1,5)	 -,(1 . 1,55)	 -^	 (11,24)	 -^	 (11,3)
{1,5)	 -x(15,75)	 -^	 (15,13)	 -^	 (15,1.1)
There are G iJ+1 different codes in the_psendo orthogonal. code group
for a preferred pair of polynomi. l s of degree f!.
To illustrate gold code cross correlation for -the 5th`degree.preferred













































^^ Figure 4-8 Generating structure for 5th degree preferred pair with
	
R;	
i	 caset gables 11 and 15	
z
^^
	,i	 ^	 Two of the generators of the form-shown. in figure ^-8 were: con-
	
^^	 tructed along with across-correlator. Each generator wasdriven by a
	






































1	 Figure 4-10 is a photograph of an oscilloscope trace of tine output
	
'	 of the correlator, and shows an example cross-correlation trace (lower)
with a code auto-correlation trace (upper). The auto-correlation func-
tion has peak value of 31 (degree 5 code). The gold r.ross-correlation
is bounded by
^ eab ( < 9 and	 eaa tlAX	 = 10.7 db
eab M X	 '
	
!	 and, as seen in the trace, actually takes an the values 1,-1, and -9.
Figure 4-10 gold code auto and cross correlation waveforms.
The results shown in figure 4-lU for the cross-correlation between
5th order gold codes can be compared to the cross-correlation between
maximum length 5th order sequences. Figure 4-lUa shows the calculated
cross-correlation for the codes (5,3,0) and (5,2,0). These are mirror
image m-sequences. The cross•correlation advantage of the Gold code is
1.Idb. ^1ore pronounced cross-correlation or code interference advan-
tages are found for higher order gold codes. For example for 12th order
codes ^eab^hlAX can be as large 1400 for "a" and "b" being t4L codes. The







^ 1	 31 bit ri-sequence (5, 3- ]
^ ^ r..^_ autocorrelation
c	 ^^
7O	 t 1m
^ ^	 _ (5, 3], (5, 2] (mirror-- -images)















_ _	 1 ^ +_
^^ S!aft A^ree:::erts -Disagreer.^ents A-:^
.^	 c y --
ry	 ^ ^ 0 i7 17 15 I4 ,	 18 3_ -1
°	 3 ^ 1 18 IA 13 ^3	 18 S -S
y m
2 19 I7	 _ 22 _- 14	 19 3 -7
3 20 11 17 20	 14 -9 3
.. c° 4 21 . 1? 17 14	 I4 3 3
^°i S 22 19 1? 12	 14 7 3
6 23 11 L 20	 20 -9 -9
^, 7 24 19 19 12	 12 7 7
^ 0 8 25 19 15 12	 16' 7 -1
^ 0 9 26 21 17' 10	 14 11 3
a 10 2i IS 13	 -- -	 18	 IA -1 -5
^ o it 28 15 11 16	 ?0 -1 -9
^c 12 29 17 I2 14	 19' 3 -^
•° v I3 '30 15 1;	 ^ 16	 14 -1 3
0 14 31 13 1 i ^S	 14 -5 3
ti 15 17 14 3
::	






_^,......r.,	 .^. _ _..,_	 _... y,
tTDRS user guidelines have specifed that multiple_access users will
share the TDRS h1A channel. by code. division multiplexing, and that SSA
channels will be PfJ spread spectrum at least on the forward. link. In
the case of the h1A channel. the code family for code division multip7ex-
ing has been selected as a Gold code group. Each P1A user will be
assigned a unique member of this family. TDRS user guidelines suggest
that this code will be approximately 2000. bits in Tength. For the
.purpose of . this design study, an 11th=order gold code generator Gras
selected. This generating structure is 'capable of producing a family
of 2049 pseudo-orthogonal codes of length 2047 bits. The-gold codes
in the family will have cross correlation limited by ^eab^ < 2 NZ1 +1 =65
and a jamming immunity to other 1^9A channel user of 20 log (2047/65) = 30db.
There are 176 primitive eleventh degree polynomials. The size of
^^ the. coset table would be 11x176 members..	 The lables for• the preferred
I°
pair of polynomials can be calcula ed by using the previous theorem. 	 A
preferred pai r woul d be primitive polynomials with l abes 1 and 2 ND +1,
1
or labhes 1 and 33.	 The primitive polynomials for .these two coset Gables
^ are:
x.1.1+x2+1	 (4005 .00TAL)
33:	 x11+x 1.0+x 9+x7+x6+x4+x3+x2+ 1	 (.7.335 OCTAL)
The-characteristic polynomial 	 for the code generating structure. is





_and the particular gold_-code. generated. would depend - on initial. loading
^-' t:of the. generating register.
^; _^:
^'
The gold code: generator design i s composed of the foll owing parts:
Y	 +.
i^




(2)	 Code feedback logic
_(3)	 Initial	 loader
r'(4)	 Code genera ion monitor
-	 ^-21
^..,.. 9:	 , ^	 ^.^	 _.m_., , 	 __-._ ,. T-r
_	 ..	
_.,









The generating register includes twenty-two storage stages, and. the Code
feedback logic is designed to implement the given characteris{;,ic polyno-
r .meal.	 Since the gold code generated depends on in;'cial	 loading of the
^ register, and since a unique gold code will be .assigned in the MA user 	 --
iµ^t configuration, an initial loader will load a word into the register to
^ insure the generation of the proper code. 	 A code generation monitor





is being generated during operation of the transponder..
^	 ^	 '^ Figure.4-11 is an-overall block diagram of the gold code generation.#,,
The operation of the code initial loading and reload . logic is as follows:
^	 ^^^ Ini ti al Load
^^: 1.	 SET.= 2047 TO ALL ZERO WORD
£. 2.	 SET GENERATING REGISTER TO INITIAL CODE WORD





-WORD2.	 SET j 2047 TO ALL ZERO
	..	 3. SET-GENERATING REGISTER TO INITIAL CODE WORD
^: 4. START GENERATOR
The reload sequence i s initialized by the occurrence of two = -2047
';
^^	 count pulses in the sequence with no code wordcorrelaton pulse occur .-	 !'




















































Figure 4-12 A ana 4-12 G'are the electrical schematics of the l
^^{- code feedback logic and the. generating register. 	 The unit uses in-
^, ternal feedback which limits the. gate delay problem that would exists.
^,
^; ^ 22	 21	 20	 18	 15	 14	 12	 11	 10if the characteristic polynomial x
	
+x	 +x	 +x	 +x	 +x	 +x	 +x	 +x
^^
x7+x5+x3+1 were implemented with external configuration. This would .result
;.
^'
in eleven (11) gate delays in the feedback l ogic. ^,^
..,a
Figure 4-13 is the code word correlator and initial loader. 	 Figure
^^ 4-14 is the	 2047 network and the reload logic.. 	 The following symbol's.
w^
in the drawi ngs 	 defined as follows:used	 are
F -CLOCK LINE
C -GENERATOR RUN COMMAND LINE
^	 i
^	 - D -GENERATOR RELOAD COMh1AND LINE
L -GENERATOR RELOAD LINES TO BE CONNECTED TO T OR U LOAD LINES
DEPENDING ON WORD TO BE LOADED
a	 ^'
^^
6 -INTERNAL FEEDBACK LINE
^ P -WORD CORRELATION PULSE-LINE )
i Y - 2047 COUNT PULSE LINE
^	 '
I
R -RELOAD COMMAND L LtJE
^i
The C-line is connected to the U-line and the D-line is connected^
to the T-line.
The reload and internal feedback feature _make this generator de- ^
sign	 afe for the high spread : transponder _for spectrum spreading and.
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k A previous study of possible coding schemes for digital data in a
^^
satellite relay communications link has concluded that convolutional
encoding in conjunction with soft-decision Viterbi decoding gives
', favorable	 -with
	 increased hardtNareperformance gainminimum	 complexity.
t= ,
Figure 5-1 is a .result of a computer simulation of a rate 1/3^
constraint length 7 convolutional coding scheme with a 3-bit soft de-
cision Viterbi decoder. 	 As can be seen from the figure, at a bit error
rate of _10 -5 , a G dbcoding gain results with coded idealcoherent.PSY.
.;
as compared t^^ith uncoded ideal coherent PSK. 	 Figure 5-2 is a diagram






.`ytessa^e_ T	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 ^
^`








































The modulo- 2 combiner forms amodulo - 2 combination of selected
•	 register stages to form each of the three camnutato^[ nodes..
This can be expressed as._
Gi = (gii ^82i ^ ...g7i ^'	 (5- 1)
and
7
Ci _ ^ g^ iX^	 MOD-2	 (5-2)
.i=l
where X^ is the contents of the ,jth shift register stage and gji_ is
0 or 1 depending upr^n whether the jtlti stage contributes, modulo-2,
to the ith commutatos ; pole.-
The operation of . the encoder is as follows: The binary message
may-be much larger than the constraint length. The. first bit of the
message is witched into the shift register, whose .o.ther stages are
logical zero, and a complete cycle of the commutator is made. The
next. bit of the sequence is switched into the register, the initial
bit shifted. to register stage •-two and another s^chronous cycle of the
commutator is made. Using . the synchronous shift and cycle procedure
.the message sequence is .encoded. At the end of the binary message
seven zeros are attached, and when they are shifted into the register.
and accompanying code. generated by .the commutator, the shift register
is in the all zero estate .once - more. For an L -bit message,i-
^	 I
bits. . from the coded message.	 ^
_	 1
Decoding may be accomplished by sequential or Viterbi algorithms.
The sequential. decoding.. method. may be describedas a tree searching










i^ being used.	 The decoding pro •^edure is best described by example,
K =^ 7 is large .for the purpose of an example, ^o a K = 4, V
y
= 3
' example is given.
E
^ t The tree structure for a K = 4, V = 3 truncated code is shown

















































^'	 As an example assume the message
X=(1011)	 (5.4)
^` is to_be transmitted.	 The encoder of figure 5-3 pzovides the coded ^
message,
r';'
Y=(111,010,110,110). 	 ^	 (5-5)
^
-'
Assuming the channel introduces the noise f	 "
;
I^(100,101,000,010),	 (^-6)
the receivecd code is
R=(011,.111,110,1.00). 	 (5-7)
^ ^ The sequential decoder will form the quantity ^
.
^ ^Q
di =_w [Ri aYiJ' t
'h; where i represents the ith three bit se uence, w re resents theq	 P
',,^
^^
weight function, and di is called the F,ananing distance.	 The decoder
makes. each decision at each mode of the code tree based on minimizing
^ the .Hamming. distance.. 	 However the decisioru are tentative, and if the










In the example,.-the decoded message would begin
I,
' the initial decision for the second bit being .
 made in error.	 Proceeding ^'
^, do^sn	 he error branch however	 large values	 d ^^signif cantly	 of	 arei
r.
^ ,^
encountered.	 Backtracking and trying the ^ .I^
i
























(. :.' 5 ^ ^.
1^
' 	 The decoder algorithm is based on monitoring the.-statistical
y
properties of the sum of di as the decoder proceeds into the. code 	 ^{i
^ tree..	 If the sum of the di terms approaches a 'buildup rate of ^V 	 I
R
t^^
then the decoder declares an error and backtracks to a new branch.
'	 ^ Expected buildup of the di sum for the correct branch is PV	 `
` f




channel.	 The branch decision criteron_ is buildup somewhere between
















































^ The _design selected for the tiEAO-C transponder error control
^	 '	 '
-Y"
coding is the. rate 1/3, con traint length 7 convolutional encoder
	 '.
L. ^
(K=7, V=3). The equations for the
/











The encoder consists of the following components:
^ (1) Input storage buffer
f











t_ {5) Half-adder circuits























to be encoded is assumed to be organized::in data frames of 64 data
words, 32 bits being the length 'of each word. The Goth word is a frame-
i	
2s
synchronization word. The 2043 frame bits of data are encoded into 74x8
^'	 bits nor the coded data. frame. The data word. is organized by the en-






FIGURE 5-G	 DATA I+IORD
^,
The operation of the encoding is asfollows:
(1) Inpu	 data is directed into aserial-in, serial-out . buffer
register.
(2) The word counter allows 32 bis of data to be encoded, then
indicates end-of-data-word tothe timing and control circuit.
(3) The timing and control circuit inserts a 7-bit a1J -Zero string	 `:
at the end of: the 25 biis ofdata into the generating regisuer.
(4) Tfie half-_adders form three nodes as shown by equations 5-11, -
5-12, and: 5-13.
(5) lJnder +_he control of the timing and control circuit the three 	 ';
node commutator samples the three. nodes and places the result- 	 `
xI,
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G.	 GENERATION OF NIGH
y
-SPEED (•1AXIPiUM LENGTH DIGITAL SEQUENCES
a
i
"	 ^ This section is the result of a study of sampled maximum length
j	
^	 ^^
digital. sequences.:	 The purpose of the: study was to establish the
J
x	
^^ mathematical basis for the design of a high speed digital PSEUDORAPJDOP"
^^	 ^ SEQUENCE GE(JEftATOR FOR USE. Ifa A SPREAD SPECTRUf^I TRANSPOtJDER SYSTEM.
The proposed procedure for generating the high speed C1L sequence in-
E. volves sampling several slower speed i•1L generations. 	 Figure 6-1












MIS GENERATOR ^^ ?.
,,













	 HIGH SPEED SEQUENCE GENERATOR
If .there are t;^^1L generators forming the sequence gen erator where
f;=2, an integer, then the commutationrate
	 houTd be K times the clock
:^ rate of 'f^IL, generators . 	 Each, generator i s sampled once during a clock
in erval, and the output data stream v^ould consist. of N digits during:
the clock-interval.	 The e
 advantage of this-..configuration. is that a
;.
..
-	 nigher speed digital bit stream can be generated with ML sequence


























Specifically, if the data-rate is Fh bits/sec.; the required clock-
rate is FB/K. ror example, if it is desired. to operate with a :data
rate of 40 x 10 6 Bits/sec, and assuming K=4 (four ML generators)
then the generator clock r.•^tes would be 10 MHZ. This .allows the. use
of less-expensive, more-reliable digital components from lower speed
logic families. The only component required to operate at the 40 MHZ
rate is the commutating switch.
One important technical consideration involved in the high
speed. sequence generator is the phasing. of the maximum length sequence
generators, shown in figure 1, t'o provide the desired output data
stream.
Sequence Generator Phasing
The phasing problem can be .stated: "what initial phasing of the
K ML-generators shown in figurebl is required to provide the ML-
sequence in the output data stream when the sampling procedure is
used. i ' The rule with K ML-generators for phasing the ith generator....
relative to'the first generator is





2. .Delay by (i-1) [L-(L+1)/K] Sits	 '
The rationale for the above choice of phase relation is as follows:
I 1.
F




if the sampling rate is an integer power of_two.
2. Consider the synthesised sequence as_b.eing reconstructed from K, K-
t	 ^E. sampled versons of itself.	 --
I 3. Consecutive digi s in a c empone n t sequence must be separated by
	
a






Consecutive.. digits in the composib¢ML sequence must-be separated by
	
y
'	 ^ (L+1)/K bits in the component sequence.
'	 j, 5. Arranging KK K-sampled sequence5^_each advanced by (L+1)/K bits
relative to its adjacent sequence, and sampling from. each.. as shown
in fgureb`l^ must yield the same ML sequence.:...
6-2
r-_^ _	 _ __	 ____,^	 .	 ___^	
_ _
	





6. A phase advance of (L+1)/lt bits in a ML sequence is equivalent to
	
5^3
























.,.^ I^^'	 /\DJ i
^






As an example consider .the. ML .sequence abcdef g.
	 Sampling every
t
^ other bit yields acegbdf	 which must be a shifted version of the same
^L; sequence.
	 Advancing this sequencir^g'by (L+1)/K 	 = 8/^ = 4 bits
^; ^^
F.I
yields	 bdfaceg.	 Synthesizing by samplingt in-turn from the two
^'
sequence. yields abcdefabcdef^ which. is the . original ML sequence
1' x
^I repeated twice.
As a practical illustration consider the ML sequence generator
^x with the characteristic polynomial
^3^ G (a) - 1 + g + g3 	(l )






for an N-stage shift-register generator. 	 For the generator in question







(L+1) /K = 4 f or K = 2	 (5 }
`,.^ ^, ,^
















^;`^	 by 4 BITS: 10011.10
.. x
i'	 u











:. x^ S2(Z) + Z (S(ZJZ( Erl)/2 ) 2 = SS(Z) MOD 2L (6)
-^ For K=2 x
or
^' SS(Z) = S 2 (Z^(1-1,3L} _ MOD 2L (7 )L	 .. '^
`. The sequence-can also be expressed as^#
^'^ ^	 SS(Z) _ (1-h3L )3 /(G2 (Z) MOD 2L (8)
^^













.^( i-1 }L (1-ZL)K
	
z (i-1) (Kt.,-L.1)(	 )




^ The synthesized sequence can be expressed as a shifted version of
i' the original ML sequences
=^
SS(Z) = Zx (1-f,ZL ) S (Z} MOD 2L (11)}















or	 x	 L	 L
'I'
G(a ) i= MOD KL^ (^3)


























x S a	 a(i-1 )L( ) ^^^
= 0 i
I it MGD KL. (15) ,a
^	
i^
!4	 `k y For the case K=2 this reduces to





^ S2(a)(1+aI') + axS (^)(1'-+aL) = 0 MOD 2L. (16)




SK-1(a) + ax = 0 MOD KL^ (17 -A )
_^¢ which must be satisfied by the sequence.. ^
? Equation (17-A) holds because
z KL	 1
-















If equation.	 (17)	 describes the sequence generated by S(^) then
'
^	 ,
G(8) # F SK l (a ) +zx ) MOD KL.
Now
''
SK 1 (a) + ax	 1 ,.>^L)K-1 + ^xGK: 1(^)
=G(8)	 GK(a) MOD KL^ (18 )
^r
GK(a )	 ((1-^L) K-1 + ^xGK 1 (a )) MoD KL. (19 ) ^	 ".
.For the example.
G(z) = 1 + z+z3 (^ ^) z
and '.
._














L^ K-1	 x K-1
	
3	 7
GK(^)	 l-+^2-F,^6 MOU 14.	 ^ ^^
^!
A similar example for
}
auhere
^Y	 ^ represents the sequence 1011100.









for this case X--4,
r
' and




GK(^)	 1 + ^4+ ^6 MOD	 14.
	 ^ 24)<^
An al orithm to calculate X is as follows:g
1, Starting with the all zero (N
- 1) - tube generate the
sequence, S(z), with the characteristics equation G(z).
2. Generate SK(^) From S(^) Or GK(^).
__
3 . Find X such that (1-{,^L )K-1 + ^xGK-1 ^^) forms a xecursi,ve
^	 xelatonthat holds over the all zero 2(N-l) - tuple of
SK(z).





0 0 1 0 1 1 1 Q 0 l 0 1 1 l
-:^
CO 00 10 00 10 10 10 00 O0 10 OU 10 10 10
^--.^.---.- T
__. ^ l + ^^ + ^4 (1-^2-F,^3) = 1 + ^4-F,^ 6











^ t^ •Sample 2
^^^ 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
^-^ ? ,




1 + ^^ + ^0
 (1-F,^-F^3) _ ^ (1-t,^z-F^6) _ ^G2 (^) ^ 28^
'^
A similar problem involves the phase of	 the. sequence resulting
from sampling a sequence at a rate
.,.,.
r = 2 g (29
rx 	1^p.`








which is a phase. shift corresponding to ^5.
}





f:Sampling the sequence with r=2 yield
1110100
^	 ^ which is a phase shift corresponding to 2°. ^'
' A p?;ocedure for determining the phase shift can be found if an
^:
expression of- the -form S(^) can be found for the sequence formed. F
:^
as a result of sampling, and
f (8) _ ^X S(^_) MOD L.	 E 32)
^.
z







then an adjacent bit will be sampled ( L21 ) bits after the
sampled bit in the sequence formed from sampling. Extending this















f(^) _	 ^i(^L-2i S (z) )( L+1 )/2 L+1
f MOD( 2 )Li=o (35 )
i	 ^ Fox example,.the sequence with. characteri tic equation. ^ti
^.
.	 ;	 ;}
' G(^) ` 1^^2+^3 (36?
and
{ S(^) = 1 + ^ 2 + ^3 + ^4 , 1011.100 (37)
with
A
^S4{^)	 1 + ^.8 + X12 + g16	 MOD-28 (38)
^1(^5)^54(^) = ^ + ^5-4,^9-+,^2i 	 MOD 28 (39)
.>
2	 3 4 4	 2	 14	 22	 28






^3(^)454(^) = ^7^15^19^23	 MOD 28 (41)
^:
^















r	 . v...^. :
-_ . ^.^--_
	















































L-1	 2	 (L+1 )/2
	




i^	 (^^ ^	 ^,
For example-if,
	
}^	 S (^) = 1-F,^	 110	 (^^ )
-
and




r	 2	 (51)	 '^
Evaluating the terms in (Z^1) yields:
L~1
(1-F,^L ) 2	 3
L. 1	 1	 -
	
I 	 ^	 L±1
f


















2 = 1 +^ 2 +^4	(5K)













{ ^ ^,'°	 1-F^) 1+^3 ) + ^ 2 1-h^-i,^^) 1-h^3 ) _ :^.^{,Z3 ) (1-+,^2+^4) = 1-+,^3
(56)	 ^
ID""
^'^	 Notice that MOD (L^-1) L, or MOD 6, arithmetic. was not used in
2
^	 ^	 ^	 (56)
F
. ^^	 As a second example, if	 3
S
I''	 S (^) = 1 + ^2 + ^3 + ^4 	1011100	 (5^)
t ^	 _	 (59 ^4--'	 ^	 L — 7
h	 and^^
x = 5	 (60)
^	 ^	 Corresponding to the sequence 1110010 formed by sampling. 	 ^
x•



































[G(^)] 2 = (1+,^2-+,^3)4 = 1-i,^ 8+^12 	(6^)
Equation (41) becomes




7 14 21	 5 8 9 12 13 21	 ^(1-}^ -+,^ -+,^ ) (1+,3 -h3 -},3 -F^ ^ -1,3 ) 





f	 Notice for these. two examples, (46) reduce to finding X such that
;:
L_ 1	 L_1
^	 i	 (1-F^L) 2 + ^x










As another examples consider
G(.3) ='1+3-+,33 	(^^)






Corresponding to the sequence 110100 formed by sampling.
I










^	 7 14 21
	









_ ^ _ . __ ___ _ x _ .^
	
_. __ ^ _ __. ^ _
	
_., ,	
_.__^..__ __^_^ _.___.^..._ .^ ^. __.....^. ^^
	 _	 ^






Now if X^ this becomes




M ;	 (1^7^14^21 > (^) (l-F^-i^ 8 )	 ^ (75
.,.;,
^•	 The algorithm for finding the shif C X f or a sampling rate S=2
^^	 a i
^^,	 (corresponding to sampling every .
 other bit) is to find an integer X
,^„`"''	


















^'-[aL-sifs(^)] 3 = ^xs(a) s ^'- L
i=o	 ^	 MOD LL




S (^)	 1-1, 2-f,^3 -4,^4
	1011100	 (79






































^, i=o	 i=o (82)
^	 ir
.Evaluating the term in
















(1+,^-f,^4-1,^6 )(1-+,^^) _ ^4(1-1,^2-f,^3-1,^4)(1-f,^') MOD(7)2
	 (86)
,, or
(1-h^-F ►^ 4-F,^6) = ^4 ( 1++^ 2-f-,^3-1,^ 4 ) MOD(7)
	
(87)











or	 G(Z)^((S(^))	 S + ^XS(^))
x

















,^ Now	 L+1 _ 1	 L- S+1	 L- S+1
a
!,i







The table below is intended to summarize the use of equation ($9)
















A breadboard. circuit was assembled to demonstrate the feasibility
of using .
 the sampling technique for generating high speed sequences.
A (4^3^0) ML code was selected for the demonstrations and the circuit
designed to generate and sample this sequence is shown in figure 6-2.
The phasing function for the given code is
P ^ i-1) (L+1)	 ^(i-1) (16)	 _ -^i-1)(4 )	 (92)K	 -	 4





where S is the sequence at stage 1 of the generating register shown in
figure6-2. The technique for generating the sequence shown in figure 6—
2 utilizes a technique for minimizing the number.. of stages required
,.:
by the generating register. This. method is useful when L is
	
`;	 relatively small. The single register method r^:qures
^^
:t
staged while the. separate register. method .requires
N =Kn
f
stage;^ where n is the order of the code.
`	 -




^'	 ^	 N	 12^




_ _ N ! 16 ! ^	 '
I
For a cafe where K = 16^
	
(	 N = 15
,,	 i
fo?- the sing a register'generator^ and
N ^= 64





Figures 6-3, ^+^ and 5 are photographs of an oscilloscope display of
sequences generated by the circuit shown in figure (j-2^In each case
the upper trace is the low-speed sequence generated by the feedback
shift registers and the lower trace is the high-speed sequence
generated by the sampling technique. The rate of the low speed
sequence corresponds to a 2.5 M BITS/SEC clock, and the rate of the




























The next step in the development of high speed. pseudo—random. coders for





generator.	 This unit was designed to utilize the sequence multiplexing 	 '^
.r
• ^ i 'technique as was the previous demonstration breadboard.	 The coder was
^'.
designed with emitter-coupled-logic to obtain the sequence speed of 250
,G	 ^ M BiT/SEC.	 The coder was configured with two (4,30) Mh code generators
ti.-- , ,
designed with the MECL lOk logic family. 	 These generators 	 operating at
,! 125 MHz are multiplexed to 250 MHz. 	 The X2 multi.plexer includes P,1ECL lOk












breadboard.	 The faster: edge speeds of the MECL III logic prohibits.wire-
^` wra	 and .controlled im edance lines mush be used.P ^	 P^,
F	 ^^ ^	 Figure ^-^ is the . electrical schematic of the 250 MBIT/SEC coder. The
^,
•^	 ^^;	 fundamental sequence generator includes the first Mc 10.141 four - bit	 ''
^, f
j,^	 universal shift re ister and the Mc 10107 2-in ut exclusive-or/exclusive-nor. 	 ag P
i	 ^	 _	 r
ff 	 The. MC 10131 type'.D master-slave flip-flop and the. second MC 10141 provide
'	 I	 ^	 r
five clock periods of sequence delay for the multiplex operation. The lqC —	 ^y
10104 Quad 2-input AND gate chip provides a logical AND of each stage of thee.
sequence generator and gives an indication of the all-1 condition cf that 	 '
C
'	 ^	 register. '''his provides a synchronization pulse once. each repetit on Of the
,^	 code sequence.
9
^	 The MC-10216 triple line. receiver is configured to operate as a clock 	 '
i	 ^^
C	 ,;














flip-flop perform the multiplexing operation operation of the two 125 MBIT/SEC
sequences to provide the 250 MBIT/SEC sequence output.
The phasing function for the x2-Mux operation for the (4,3,0) code is
(i-1) (L + 1) _ -(i-1)(16) _






$ Z -$ ^
.
-8S is the sequence. out of stage. 1 of the first MC 10141. and Szis _^
R the sequence out of the fourth stage of the second j^C 10141.
^.. > -^;
The clock (MC 10216) provides four clock phases for the multiplex.
^.
operation..	 These are labled CK, CK, CKQ, and CKQ. 	 The third and fourth AND
fi	 ^^
gates of the MC 10104 form CK• S and CK	 Sz -8 .	 The outputs of these two
AND gates are.. combined. using the "wired-or" capability of the MECL 10 K
^' family to provide
-g
i_ CK	 S + CK	 Sz
At the input to the MC 1690.
The first two AND gates Of the MC 10104 in the multiplexer and the OR
gate interT]al to the MC 1b90 form an exclusive-or operation between CK and CKQ..
This effectively gives a frequency doubling operation. 	 If GK is at a 125
MHz rate, CK ®CKQ is at a 250 MHz rate.	 The 250MHz synthetic clock exists
only internal to the MC1690 chip. 	 It does not exist on the wire wrap board.
Figure-	 6-? ShOWS	 the waveforms of the sequence generated by the
'; circuit for two basic clock rates. 	 Tn this figure .the lower, trace is the
basic sequence and the upper trace is the compost high rate sequence
resulting from the. multiplex operation. 	 At the. time of this writing. the unit
^ has been operated at a composit 200 M BI7C`/SEC rate. 	 It is expected that the
^^






110 M^1z (4,3,0) Code






175 Miiz and II7.; MHz (4,3,0) Code
20 nsec/div. ^ 1U/div.
Z00 '^.Hz and 100 NLiz (4, 3, 0) Cede








	 _	 - :-	 ^	 :x---• -
	














1 ^ Y MECL	 10K -	 MFC L III
Gate propagation Delay	 2 ns	 1 ns	 ^
t
^
Gate edge speed	 3.5 ns	 1 ns
I Flip-flop toggle speed	 125 MHz	 500 MHz..
^ ^fi
^^




Table 6 -2	 p^jECj, lOK and MECL III Family .Characteristics	 3
^
From the table it is seen that a 500 MHz coder-could be designed using
"^^^.^
^^
a x4 multiplexing procedures with four 125 MHZ sequences multiplexed
	 '
^.t0 'SC}^ MII2.
	 The four basic sequence generators
	 could be constructed with
	 '
-	 - __	 _	
__	
,








































a.	 r.. 7	 Stati.stf.cal Evaluation of
,h ^;;, Candidate Code Sequences
C .	 ^	 ^"'^ 7A Amplitude Moments
°° The statistical properties of candidate code sequences for use in at^	 ^
^„ ^
spread spectrum transponder can be bayed upon the . calculation of .the
r';	 .
amplitude moments of the filtered sequences. 	 The expected value of the ^
^^
first five central moments of a random sequence are:







' .In the above tat^le M is the impulse re ponse of the filter measured 5
..
^ in bit periods of the sequence.
The central moment, of a filtered pseudorandom digital sequence can be
calculated from the sequence characteristic 	 polynOmlal.	 Tt is assumed that the
characteristic pOlynOmial
	
of the code sequence in question factors into
primitive irreducible polyzlomials of order such that their. code lengths are
relatively prime.	 Making the folloz^ing definitions.:
B ^ • The number of trinomials of power r
less. than or equal: to r[ 1 that '
have. the ^i1, characteristic polynomja],
:., as_ a factor.
_4
F^ ^ The number of yuadrinomials of bower Jess
than or equal to M-1 that have the	 ^^^
characteristic polynoirilal as a factox.
'
^^ ;The number of pexitanomia^s of power less
.than or equal to M-1 that have the	 ^"^.^,




































. ,_^	 4	 M + 12M (M-1) + 4!	 E L (-1) k-^	
^ Y Y	 Y^
^	
k









The approximations hold for the case M < LY for all Y, M. « Lk












_ :_..	 __.^^ _	 _	 _.; _...._ ^ . ^.^ ^ ___ __ __ ^. ___.. _... _^^. .:.___ ^__^^.. 	 ..mot..,_-.. 	 -	 ^	 ._ .4 _ _...._	 __ . _ ______ ... 	 __..^.^ ^	 ._.	 _.....n _ W._.	 ,_.__o.__^.__^ _	 ^.. _._^._	 ,^. _^ _
pentanomials of order M
-1 or less contain the sequence characteristic
polynomials as factors for each maximum-length sequence comprising the
sum sequence.....	 ^	 -
i	 ^ A test involving the formation of a weighted sum. of the difference
iu the first N moments for the sum sequence and a random sequence mad
be used to evaluate sequences fiom sum generators.
-_








where S	 is the ith
-
central moment for wei hts of M-tu les from aP -cr	 g a
random sequence, wi is a weightingfactor, and S ci is the ith-central
e
moment for weights of M-tuples from a pseudorandom sequence. -a
7






+	 4 ! EY^4
+ w5
 (lOM3! Y + 51 FY)
Y 
r-1)k-1 (2)
Fora	 articular selection. of the weighting functions, the smaller thep r.
-,
^ value of. T(M),the better the sequence approximates a random sequence. ^'
^^










particular aspect of the distribution of M-tuple weights.. For example,
the term
^3
 ^ B r Y(-1) k JI Y
Yal	 Y=1
•	 indicates the relative symmetry or skewing of the distribution.. The
r,
term






indicates skewing of the distribution with . more emphasis on the shape
d
of the distribution. of M-tuple weights beyond the variance of the
distribution. The term
^4	 r• 4^	 E ^_l^k- ^ L^' L^ 7 YY=1 Y=1
^'e
indicates the kurtosis of the distribution of M-tuple weights. 	 Assuming
w4 > 0, positive values of this term indicate a leptokurtic distribution,
and negative values of the term indicate a platykurtic distribution.
I^'k is odd tha-distribution is leptokurtic, and if k is even the.
distribution is platykurtic.
^•
testA computer algorithm for evaluatt• ^g the sequence	 parameter,
^ T(M), has been developed..	 The algorithm calculates BY , the number of
r
trinomials of order M-1 or Tess that contains the Yth-sequence char-
p	 yn	 ,	 the number of quadrinomials ofacteristic	 of	 omial or a factor • ^,














nomial or a factor; and F^, the number of pentanomials of order M-1 or
^^
tk less that contains the Yth-sequence characteristic polynomial or a
factor.
Lindholm developed an efficient algorithm for calculating B ,and
^^`^	 °
Y
the algorithm developed for 
Y 
and Y ar_ essentially extensions-of
`^ Lindholm ' s method. [ 16].	 ^
^.^,
If a sequence is generated by an n-stage register, and the sequence
is amaximum -length type, then. any 2n-1 digits of the sequence can define
•^:	 ^ the particular sta es that contribute to the feedback.
	 This is equval-g
°
ent to solving n-1 simultaneous equation, since for amaximum-length :.
t '_
sequence the last stage is always fed back.








g (x> - 1 + x	 + x	 ^ 3^
°	 ^ then the sequence satisfies the recursive .relation
xi ^ 
xi-cxi-d	 ^^+)
when. the sequence is from the seta{-1, +1}. -
One particular content vector in amaximum -length sequence is




starting. point, the . next M-1 content vectors are calculated using thee.
sequence recursive relation.	 Then M t' n digits of the sequence are
^^
,-
known..	 These digits can be represented as
xo.xl, ... 
xM + n - l s
"	 ^ -1. 1, 1, 1, ... -1'xa + 1' xn + Z. ... 








.^	 ^^^,^ _ .^^j _^,^
_ _	 _	 ..^	 _	 ^.._.^ ^.m-n,--.e._











and if the sequence characteristic polynomial is a factor of
^







(xd + 1' Xd + 2'	 xd + n-1) (xc + 1' xc + 2'	 xc + p-],)
_
^:
f	 _.f	 '	 "
i (l,
	





If X	 is a vector representing the tuple (x	 , x	 ,	 x	 ),d	 d+ 1 	a +2	 "'	 c+ n-1
^ and similarly for X^, the relation
I
RdXc = I	 (c^)
.
c;an be expressed where I is the identity matrix of order n-1, .and
^ Xa and Xc are (n-1) by (n-1) matrices; with. the elements of Rd and Xc .
` respectively on the main diagonal, with all other elements equal to
zero.	 Extending. this procedure to quadrinomials and pentanomials f
':
that contain. the sequence. characteristic polynomial as factors the










fV B	 finding tuples for which. thes•a equations hold us ng the first M + nY
!.





















quadrinomials, and pentanomials that contain the sequence character-
`^; istic polynomial as a factor are yielded.
'	 ' The computer program POLTE l was written to solve for the. vector 	 ^
r
;,,.,^	 ^-^^ relations in equation (9) ^	 (10) ^ 8nd (11) ,	 The results from this
program can be used . to evaluate ` fi(M) from equation	 (2);.	 The
procedure is _as follows:
(a)	 Select M, the size of the M-tvple
(b)	 Select k sequences to form the sum sequencei	 ,
Using the	 and(^)	 computerized algorithm, calculate Y, EY ,
Y
^`^.^
(d)	 Select the set of weightings, wi , depending on the character
istics of the distribution of M-tuple weights that are
a
critical
(e}	 Evaluate `T(c^} from equation	 (1).
This procedure can be used to evaluate. candidate designs for
i
pseudorandom sequence generators of the type 	 under study.
^.
,i
An indication of the reduction i^^ the.. amount of calculations
1 required to evaluate the statistics of a flteredhybrid-sum sequence
' as compared to a filtered maximum-length sequence can be dzterminedlas
follows:	 The limit ratio of the number of pseudorandom sequences
statistically evaluated compared to the amount of calculations required
'7- 7
..:
..	 ^ ._	 ^.
_	 .





















unity,	 as	 the ratio tendsincrease as previously
' illustrated.	 This means the hybrid-sum sequence generator configur- ^
F ations can. potentially provide many pseudorandom digital.sequences
w
with a minimum number of calculations required.
}
'''
As an example of the potential increase in computational efficiency
using the hybrid-sum approach, a ssume the computer algorithm was
,^ ,,
efficient enough so that each moment - could be calculated in 1 second..
It-would then requxe over 12 days of computer time to completely
analyze the statistics of all possible maximum-len th se uences from a8	 q
' i 23-stage register.	 If, hokever, the sequence group is established
from the hybrid sum of sequences from 11- and 12-stage registers, then
. •
the analysis of sequences, which-are approximately 99.9 percent as long
I ae: the maximum-length sequences from the 23-stage. register, can be_
l
^ accomplished at a rate- .120 times faster than the analysis in the ,
maximum -length case.	 The more maximum ••length sequences that form the
hybrid-sum. sequence, the-greater the ..efficiency 'in forming the.-sequences
j.
j	 , in this manner..
j.
_..









.. .., _v.^- ..
of - the statistics of a filtered maximum-length sequ^^ce from the 11-
stage generator, and a filtered hybrid -aum sequence from a 5- and-6-
stage generator. The fil*_er impulse-response length is^ assumed to be
20'digital clock. periods. . The 11-stage maximum-length sequence'
generator is described by the polynomial (1]., 9, 0), and, the hybrid-
sum generator by the pair of polynomials (5, 2, 0) and '(6, 1, 0).
Evaluation of equation ( 2) with
w3 equal. to 1,'
^4 equal to 2, and
w5 equal. to 0	 :.
gives an indication. of the skewing of the. amplitude distribution of
..filtered pseudorandom sequences. Using the results of POLTE l given
^in Appendix. ' B this parameter is evaluated as follows:
FILTERED MAXIMUM-LENGTH SEQUENCE. (11,..9,,0):
^i
T(M=20, w3	 1, w4	 0, toy = 0)	 54,	 (13)
,.
^
indicating dominate positive skewing.








indicating slight negative skewing. ^
s
A computer program was written to evaluate the distribution of
F
r
^ weights of the filtered saquence for both the maximum-length sequence. ^:
^.
and	 he hybrid- sum sequence directly,. 	 Figure 7-1 iS
_^
^	 ^ the result for the maximum-length sequence.	 The we ght distribution





_	 _	 _	 __	 _^
--^^.^
distribution. Figure ?_2 is the result for the hybrid- sum sequence, and
shows very 3.ttle skewing tendency.
This remaining portion of this - ssctiori contains example . results of the
computer program POLTE 1. The program was run. for three. irreducible poly-
nomials of order ll, 6, and 5. The results of POLTE 1 can be used to
evaluate the statistics of filtered, pseudorandom digital sequences using
equation (2).
The. procedure for evaluating equation {2) using. the results from.
POLTE 1 is as follows:
Fora given irreducible polynomial that generates amaximum- length
































































`, ` j°' 0
f^
This quadrinomial contains the characteristic polynomial,
'^ x^ + xs # x + 1	 (x6 + xs + 1) (x + 1)_ _(mod-7.) . 	 (15
For a filter impulse -response period M, the parameters 7' Y'
^'
and F	 are, respectively, the number of trinomials, quadrinomials,
r	 ^ Y
a
and pentanomials of order M-1 or less of the form
^l ^	 •.
xp (xd +_xc + 1)
l.r ^	 " *	 f ^
xp (xa+xc + xb+1)
and.
^,
t xp (xd + x^ + xb +_x
a
 + 1)




above polynomials^p can range. from 0 to M-1-d.
	 Therefore, for each.
7, basic polynomial of the forms,^







,^rr. that contains the se uence characteristic 	 ofq	 p	 ynomial as a Pactor , there
"^^' -
,^^ are M-d product polynomials that slso contain the sequence character-
^	 ^	 '`::^+
"'" iatic polS^nomial as a factor.
^a
4
The algorithm in the computer program POLTE 1 detects the number
{ of basic polynomials that contains the. sequence characteristic equation






_^	 ..	 _^	 _.	 __.	 _	 ^_
,.
_.	 _, -	 __T_^__ L	 —
Y^_
,.	 _ .	 z..^^k	 _
the results of POLTE 1 by forming the sums '
Al











where Dl , D2, and D 3
 are the number of .trinomials, quadrinomials, and
pentanomiah of order M-1 or less that are detected for the Yth-
a
by	 POLTE 1.component. sequence	 the program	 If the characteristic
' equation 'of the Yth sequence ^.s a trinomial, f	 1;	 f = 0 other-
I	 . _i arise.	 '
^,
`	 ^' ^ The program POLTE 1 was used to evaluate the parameter, B ,.for.
Y





















(6 , 'l,	 0) 22
^. T-^
y^n ^..




These values were previously used to evaluate the statistics of .the.
maximum-length sequence (11, 9, 0) and the hybrid-sum sequence
POLTE l was used. to calculate B^ the number of trinomials of
power less than or equal to M-1 that have the ^th characteristic
polynomial as a factor, and E ^ , the .number of quadrittomials of power
less than or equal to M- i that Have the nth characteristic polynomial
as a factor, for several Godes. These included (5, 3,, 0), (5, 4, 3,
1, 0) (5, 4, 3, 2, 0), (6, 5, 3, 2, 0) and. (ll, 9, 0). 	 Figures
7-3 and 7-4
 contain the results
. of these calculations.
M.. ^ ^^ ; ^ ,
t j ^ ^ ^ t1 ^ ^ i	 ^	 - ^ iI- j t
,..	
i	
---	 ^E	 ^	 ^ ^^ i ^	 E	 I	 ^	 ^^; r
-
i r ^ '. Fig. 7-3
	 Br as a F1^action of	 M	 ^	 ^	
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-^ - B ^	 Ntunber of ,	 ^	 ;	 ,
Trinomials ^ t ^	 _^	 .	 ^ ;-	 :	
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Fl.^	 ^-4 E^ as 8 ^uiction of M __
^^ ^ ^i
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g1 P18 STAGE PNSEQUENCE GEi^ERATOR
LOW PASS fILTER
It^4PULSE RESPONSE ` t^f
..	
.. .
The non-random characteristics of a sequence that has significant
skewing tendency was illustrated by experimentation.` The arrangement
is shovrn in figure 7-46, and includes a eighteen stage sequence gener-



























The code generated is described by the trinomial characteristic 	 ^'
^^^
r^
equation (18 . ,.1.1,0). Since. ,the characteristi c polynomial is a trinomial,	 s
	
,^^	 i t wi l 1 be a factor of many trinomial s of order t^l > 18 . The experiment
was run with impulse response length i+t equal to 20 and :500. Figure



















^	 -	 _, _	 ... .^^ ,
E^'	




























FIGURE 7-4C Results of Filtering the (18,11,0) code with Low-Pass
Fi 1 ters with Inpul se Response Lenth P4 = 20 and P•1 = 500
For the case M = 500, the pulses in the positive direction only
indicate positive sheaving of the amplitude density function, and would
be indicated by the program POLTE 1 by a large value of G^, . For the
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Statistical Method for the l^nalysis of the
Phase Distribution of I^iarmonic Components
of Potential.Spread-Spectrum Radar Codes
The computer program POLTE 1 can be ^asea to evaluate the statistical.
properties of pseudorandom codes for potential transponder application.
POLTE 1 calr^lates the third, forth, and fifth central moments of a
^^ ^ filtered sequencE•where the filter impulse response period is M. The
^„ ^.	 algorithm requires that an array of size M be generated ( M bits from the
%^	 sequence) and a search algorithm operates on this array.: The number of^
iterations required are 	 _	 •





'	 FOURTH MOMENTS	 1/2 E (K-1) (K-2)
x=N
^	 ^'	 m
'°	 FIFTH MOMENT:	 1/4 E	 (k-1) ( K-2) I;K-3)
J ^	 K=Ni
^..^ 	 For large values of M this requires a potential large number of
":,
j iterations. In the above equations Nis the order of the codes. In the
^^	
:	 ^	 ^
case of candidate codes where Mislarge and L is relatively small amore
effi-dent evaluation techni ue is to
	 '^ c	 q	 perform a statistical analysis of z
the pha a distribution of harmonic components-of potential .spread	 ;^ -'
^` ^ .spectrum codes. The phase of the ^ th harmonic of a PR code is''
	 ;
^	 mf•	 ^	 E	 sin (2n aq)	 s'
L
_	 (1)4 (a) TAK-1-	 p^	 _	
_







__.^	 _.	 7._.._ ^ _.	
_.	 ._
w_ ^ .	 ^	 __._..w_.	 _	 __.  .
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Aq is the. qth member of the A- array, the sequence itself.
The phase distribution statistics fora filter passing H harmonics r














^^	 Thin. is a
-first order evaluationbased on the first moment-.of the






























pg Ag — A-g	 (6)
(7)
"	 g ^ Aq + A-g
'"	 4 ,^


























'	 To shorn the utility of the method a few examples. will be gIVAri.
r
Figureylsshows the sequential output of a filtered sequence for
A
^,	 ;^^	 M = 50, H = k0. As can be seen. the output SkeWS to the positive side,
^	 r'	 and the distribution function of figure7-2Bshows the skewing effect.
{ Figure73pand fi^ureT-4aare similiar illustrations. for M = 70, H = 30, In
each case the skewing is caused by a pulse embeded in the output tadt
!' otherwise appears ranr3om.	 POLTE 1 detects this problem for tkee (11, 9, 0)	 ^
^^
^,.;,,^,
	 ,^ code. because it finds many trinomials of order less than or equal to
M-1 that contain the sequence characte •ri,^tc equation as a factor.
	 However,
for M = 70 the iterations required for POLTE 1 to evaluate the statistics
are large.
Figure'?*58shows the resul s of equation. (1) for a< 300.	 The phase
compoments appear t^o be distributed in a random man:°r except for values
-,
f of x <20.	 Figure`i-66shows the distribution of phase. for CI = 80, H = 25.^
^•
^,




The sum. of a pulse. and random riff 5e would. tend to form a phase
distribution as^;shown in figure7.68since the harmonic components of a pulse
are co-phased.	 ^`
Fgure'T^78andf8Bgive the output distribution for M ='20, ft = 100, and
^' E1.M = 40, F^ - 50 .for the hybird-sum code {5, 2, 0) + (6, 1, 0). 	 Figure?-9




The aequence. appears random and does not suffer the .problems of the (12,
7
9, 0) code,	 Figure7•ll^s the phase distribution of the first 200 harmonics 	 `
' of (5, L, 0) + (6^ 1,- 0). - Figures?-128and7^138show the phase d33tr1bUt1o21 fOT
^	 ^ M = 80, H = 25 and M = 40, H = 50.



















-- _	 ^^	 -	 - "T''1
H = 100 and M = 40, H = 50 for the hybrid-sum code (5, 4, 2, 1, 0) # (6,
1^ 0). Figure7-16Aand7-176g^e the sequential output and distribution for
M = 80, H = 25. The sequence SNOWS a pulse form in figure-16dand skewing
in figure7178, Figure7-180s the phase distribution of the first '200
harmonics of (5, 4, 2, 1, 0) + (E, 1, 0). Figures7196and72OBshow the phase
density for M = 80 i H = 25 and M = 40, H = 50. In figure'^19Bthere are
no phase components distributed between 0 and -1 radiaus. This distribution.
and the affect 011 the output are similBT to the (11, 9, 0) code case.:
A procedure for evaluation of the pseudorandomnesS of codes based
upon their phase moments can be provided by the calculation of these phase
moments and comparing to expected phase. moments. The phase probability
density for a random set of spectral lines is uniform. between -'1^'and ^.
The phase moments for this random set of spectral lines are:
0




The comparison of calculated phase moments for a particular sequence
'	 anal va ue of H (harmonics : passed by the filter) provides a measure of the
`	 ^	 pseudo-random quality of the sequence.	 ^^_
A computer program. was prepared to perform the calculation of the first.
i	 four phase moments.. This program is called PHASE . l and calculates the
moments as-a function of the number of spectral lines within the filter
I^	 ^	 bandwidth. As an example of the use of PHASE 1)phase moments were
calculated for the filtered sequence described : by the polynomial (8, 7,
,.
_6, 1, 0)". Figure^l-21 shows . the plot of the first four phase moments as a
^,
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` ' ^	 8. CUUE Ai^JU CARRLER PNASE LOCK LOOPS;^
t	 ^.
C	 -,	
ti This section gives the results. of the design of the spectrum
'.	
^	 ...
^^	 spreading delay lock code loop and carrier phase lock loops for use
__
^	 in the NEAO-C transponder. The code lock loop tracks the. TDRSS-HERO-C
C r^	 _
_	 forward link spread spectrum modulation, and modulates the return link
o
^^	 signal to provide range and .range-rate tracking. The code - lock loop
y	 also provides a coherent reference signal to perform the correlation
^ °'	 function-in the command receiver.




shown in figure 8-1. The PN generator code output is shown as a single
ky	
signal, but actually early/late gate signals are included in the design



































































































































^^ transponder including a symbolic representation of the: signals.
^
' 	 ^	 ,
4 ^
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g ^	 .Transponder Output CAS
^
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^^	 ^
Figure 8-3 and 8-4 are alternate designs c^ + the IF -code delay
lock loops... Early -late PN code signals, delayed by half a clock
period provide the local code reference to paralled I and Q processors.
^1, and ^2 are clock phases separated by 90°, and provide the half-
clock delay for the late gate.
Figure 8-5 is the final difference amplifier, loop filter, and
clock UCO. The. form of the loop filter implied a high gain second order.
tracking loop.	 Fundamental loop characteristics such as capture range,
. ,^^.
loop bandwidth, capture time, and transient response are. controlled
.	 primarily by the loop filter. The loop phase transfer function is
6 ( S) _ K^ F (s) Ky°	 (i)
-^
where
'	 K^,= Phase Detecter Gain;.
	^,.	 F (s) *Filter Transfer Function
	








a ^	 R1CS	 `















a .	 ^.	 _	 _	 ,... ,^







T2 = R2 C	 (5)
The loop natural frequency and damping factor, two particularly




'' ^	 ^ _	 K^ Ky (6)
^	 n
	













'	 Loop acquisition time is an important consideration for space spread 	 `;
F	 :'	 spectrum transponders, For the case o; a second order high gain loop with 	 '^










where BE is the loop bandwidth and of is the offset. Since for the
doppler offset frequencier in question for the TDP,S-fiEAO-C application
of 'can be large compared to B^, Tp would be excessive without some acquis-
	
"'"	 tion aiding such as asweep search. With the sweep search the loop ring
,^
	kr	 up time multiplied b,y the number of doppler cells to be searched. gives
^.,






I	 ^^	 as time regaired for a sweep doppler search. For. the eleventh order.
^,
_:
	^"	 gold codes there are 2047 range - cells to be searched.: The total acqui-










j:^ T	 =	 2047	 fT	 e (10)
^
(B^)2
k ^^ but theaverage. acquisition ,time would be;a
TT	 = ....2047	 of (11)
n ^- (g^
Figure 8-6 is the design for the mixer drivers for the alternate
code delay lock ?oop designs..
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From Late CF! .
_..__
K	 Loop Filter	 4K	 ^^	 ^	 p
FIGURE 8-5 Final Difference Amp iffier and Loop Filter for the Alternate Code
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' k :i	 9, TOTAL-SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSPONDER'SYSTEM
The block diagram of the total transponder system is shown in
figure 9-1. The antenna system that would meet the NEAO-C-TDRESS" re-
..^










given here.	 _	 _	
}




will be a command pointing type with pointing commands formulated and
fP
^ communicated from the ground.	 An example of a phased array airborne
	 -
,
steerable antenna systern that would. be








^'	 --- JAS$-2^8^J7.	 The .antenna is an .123-element spiral array and achieved	 +
^,	 ,
'; the performance. parameters listed below.	 ,
r_ '^
Subsystem Performance	 Value
Antenna (223L MNz)	 ':-
-i
,,
Boresight gain	 (dB)	 23...9
"' 60-degree scan gain	 (d6)	 20.3	 ^^:
Boresight axial	 ratio (d6)	 0.3
	
'.
60-degree scan axial	 ratio	 (d3)	 2.0
;; 4leight_(pounds)	 b.48
Boresight sidelobe level	 (dE;)	 19.5	 ^`-'






PJoise figure (dB)	 6.0
`" Receive gain (dB)	 24	 '
Diplexer isol ation (d6)	 35^^
















	 _. ^...^	 s	
ti	 ^^
FIGURE 9-1 j ^^ ^ - ^	 Complete PN Transponder
' CLUCK Ifl CL	 P^1lC>\^P
FILTER
CL L v0•











RMS phase shifter phase error (degrees)
	 5.2
Phase shifter amplitude error (d6)
	 0.5
Phase linearity (degrees)	 5
Power output (dBW)	 0.5




!^ ^	 K Transmit P•1ani fol d	 ( 128'-E1 ement)
t
__ Peak phase error (degrees)	 15.25









F These performance parameters were used in the TDRS-HEAO-C power
G
^ r ^ budget. calculations.
:^
t:
. The block diagram of the HEAD-C communications system with error
^, ^^ control coding and phased array antenna implementations is shown in




The TDRS.-HEAD-C forward link is established on the low gain (near
	 x
'' ;mm	 ^ isotropic) an enna.	 Pointing control` commands are coded and the return—	 3
-fr ^_.,^




^` The current. HEAO-C, NON-TDRS communication system block diagram




^ Typical user characterstics for link budget calculations were:
SINGLE-ACCESS AND MULTIPLE-ACCESS, S-BAND

































_	 . _	 ._ w__	 __	 _..
"9
This noise fiQUre can be achieved. with a low noise solid-state
pre-amplifier. Typical of such an amplifier is the WJ-5004-323 manu-




I	 ^^ -----MODEL	 tdJ-5004-325
F FREQUENCY RAf^JGE ----- 2-4- GHZ
`'i{ .. f^JOISE FIGURE ----- 4.5db ^1AX, 3'.8db TYP
SMALL SIGNAL GAIN ----- 35db MIM 	 r
^^	 ^ ^
^`^
POtdER OUTPUT ----- +7dbm MIM
	 °,
^^.	 ' PRIMARY POYJER ----- +15 VOLTS DC (19	 REG) 110 F1A
SIZE ----- 2.5X1.3X3.5 INCHES
_, l"lEIGNT ----- 8 OZ
t ^A VStdR (5006) -----IN 2db (5002)
	 OUT 2db (5002)
	
°.
^: ^^^ TVP. INTERCEPT ------ +17 dbm
POINT FOR IM
^ ^; PRODUCTS (dbm^'
TEMP ----- 54	 c- +71°c
ENVIRONMENT ----- ^^tIL-E-5400, CLASS 2
^ MIL-E-16400, CLASS.2




^	 ^ RF CGi.RECTQP. _	
'
a ° ^ 12l RE^!L I RED	 :.
r	




LLfGTRI^:dL (,C6,6.L':TI^;"^5 -' `_' 	 a	 _'	 s^-^r	 jlsr-	 7^
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''	 4(	 ^	 l.:'?7
	
^	 ^	 a3^'
;; 0. 1 `^`, _► ..^ 2. _'Q5 ^'	 -- •.,	 ..^ Z. 481 'i
.:^
_ ,.^^: cur, ^ I r. a ^^:^t^
k ^di R^1.:.,^
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-•°	 hIGH RELIAEiILITY CONTROL SYSTEMS FUR ANTENNAS
7	 RAU'^AfvN• N. A. 	 301-SE2-E579







	I	 CCNCENTRATIOV OF CATA ACt^ULSITIGN kESPONSIB^ILITIFS ANO INCREASING
•' ^ •	 DATA F?ANDWIC^THS RESULTING FROM RFCLCTION IN THE NUMt3ER OF NETWORK
STA.TI(^r1S aRE PLACING GREATER LCACS CN ThE NETWORK LINKS. THUS, THE COST
1'F LINK DOWN ;TIME IS INCREASEC, RE(^UIRING A CCIRRESPCNDING INCREASE IN
LINK R^LIAt3ILITY. TF^ ANTENNA CCNTFOL SYSTEM IS CNE GF THE FEw	 ^.
COMPONENTS T) WHICH REL'UNCANCY CANNOT t^E FCCNOMLCALIY APFLIEC. IN
AC(^ITIGN, LINK DOHiN TiMF CUE TO ALIGNMENT REQU1RtMEN'IS ANC ROUTINE
	 ,
MAINTENANCE NAS TQ QE- NINIMIZEC. AT THE SAME TIME A h;EDUCTICN IN
N'AI^TENANCF 4ND r.7PERATION (M ANO C?1 MANPO6JER IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE. ABOVE
OBJECTIVES ARE MET-BY THE TASKS IR THIS RTOP. THE COMPUTER CCNTRGLLEC
tNTFNNI' SYSTEM HAS DEMCNSTRATEC A POTENTIAL FOR MARKEC REC^UCTICN I'V (M




SUCCESSFULLY INTEGRATEC. THIS SYSTEM IS OPERATING EXPERIMENTALLY AT ThE
PJETLC^R:K TEST A^JD TRAINING FACILITY (NTTF) eN0 PROTOTYPE CESIGN HAS
`	 ^ _ C?FGUN FOR ^Y 73 OP ERAT,ION. IT wILL SUPFORi` THE STADAC SYSTEM 4T NTTF TO
	
•	 E3F INSTALLED IN TNF-SAME TIME FRAME. THE ACOUSTICAL ANALYSIS F.^UIPME ►VT
FOF DETECTING AND IDENTIFYING INCIPIENT FAILURES IN HYDRAULIC AND _'
	^,	 MECHANIC4L SYSTEMS ;IS PEING OR HAS E?EEN INSTALLEC CN TEN NETWORK
ANTENNAS. I'V- ADJIT ION T0- CIRECT SUPP0^2T TU T HE NETWORK, THFSf.
,'I N'STALLATI^NS `n'ILL' PROVIDE FIELD CATA FOR FURTHER EVALUATION ANG
	
`	 ANALYSIS TECHtJIiJUE CFVEI.OPMENT UNDER THIS RTOP. STUDY EFFOkJS IN
PR('GRFS$ wILL C^EFINE ThE 'DES IGN-CHARACTFRLSTLCS FOK A HIGH ACCURACY `
' J _ CL"NTROL''SYSTE u ,^1^tCN' IS REt^UIREO FQR FUTURE ANTENNAS CPtRATING IN TF.F.
	
-!	 KU-9ANb SUCH n.S 'THE GROUND STATION IN-SUPFCRT GF ` THE TRACKING ANC 'CATA
RELAY SATELLITE fTCRS).
/ ANTENNAS/'DATA ACtJUISITICN/ 6ROUNt^ STATIONS/ SEkVOP1ECHANISMS/ TC^
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73W7 0709	 150--2 2- 20
TRACKING ANO DATA RELAY SAT ELI ITE TECHNOLOGY DEVELUPMEN.T
CLARK., G. Q.	 301-982-E??1
tiATIONAL AER:^NAUTICS ANO SPACE ADMINISTRATION. GOCGARO SPACE FtIGF-T
f, ENTER, GREfNE3ELT, MC.
THE TWO OBJECTIVES ARE (1) TC PROVIDE FOR, THE GEFINITICN OF A
TRACKI hG ANC CATA RELAY SATELL ATE SYSTEM TO EiE USED FUR SUPFCRT CF NASA -.
MISSIONS, AND (21 TC PROVIL'E FO'R ThF OKDERLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TECHNOLOGY aE6)UIRED FOR IMPIENENTING A FIRST-GENERATION TDSRSS BY 1977.
_ V^RIQUS STUDIES WILT BE PERF(IRMED TC1 ESTABLISH THE CRITERIA F^)R A
TnRSSr WNILE GTHER STUDIES WILL LOCK FOR SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS INHERENT
1N THE SYSTEM. IN ADDITION, TELHNCLGGY WILL BE JEVEIOPED AS RGUUIREO
FOR A FIRS T -G ENF..RATION TDRSS.
/ 0l^TA TRANSMISSIONI SATELLITE hETWC1RKS/ SATELLITE TRACKING/ TDR
S4TElLITES/ TELEGOMMUNIC4TION
73W70534	 164-21-55
TRACKING ANn DATA RELAY-S ATELtITE T'EGHNOLOGY UcVELCiPMENt
CLAkK,	 G.	 0.	 301-9E2-E33I,
AATI^7NAL
	






1)	 TO	 PROVIDE FnR	 THE	 C1€FINL. T_IOiJ 0 = 	:A
TRACKI hG	 ANC	 CATA REt.AY `SATE:LL ITE	 srsT^M T_p BE USED	 FOR	 SUPPGRT CF NASA
MISSIONS,	 eND 2)	 TC PROVIDE	 FOR ThE ORCERLY DEVELOPMcNT GF	 TF-c
TECHNOLOGY
	





BE PERFCRML-C	 TC	 f_STAgLISH THE Ci^ITERIn FOR A' TDRSS
. WHILE UThEit	 STUDIES	 WILL	 L€^CK	 Ft7R	 5CL'UTLCNS	 Tn	 PRUr3LEM5	 INht"RENT LN THE
SYSTF_M.	 IN ADDITIGN,	 TECHNOLOGY wILL'BE DEVELOPED AS Rc^JL'IRED FOR A
FIf^ST-GENERATION TDRSS..
/ DnTA TRANSMISSIONI SATELLITE ^ETwORKS/ TOR SATELLITES/
TcIcCOMMUNICATI^]N/	 TRACKING NETWORKS
73N22821* y 	ISSUE 13	 PAGE 1582	 CI^TEGJRY 31	 NASA-CR-1302 T7
r	 SC-73-SA-0013-2-V1^L-2	 NASS-217C5	 73/C4/OQ T_51 PAGES	 I,NCLASS:^ F LF0
I	 raccuM=NT	 __
^'	 TRACKING ANO DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM CONrIGUFcATION i+ND TRAOECFf
^TU p Y.	 VOLUME Z	 PART 2 TELECCMNUKICATIGA'S DESIGN
r ` _
	
(OESI GN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TFLECCMMUNICATICN_S z6;UIPME^T FUR CSE hjTN
^	 TRACKING AND CATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM - VOL. 21 	 FIiVAL NEPORT
A/HILL, T. E.
_	




^"	 /*C'CtMNUNICATI[`N E6IUIPMENT/#SATELLITE TRANSMISSION/*'TDK
., SAT.ELUTES/^TEL=COMMUNICATIO^/ EQLIFMENT SPECIFICATIONS/ SATELLITE
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t
^^^	 '










ISSUE	 13	 P4GE	 15$(7	 CATEGORY 3a	 NASA—CR-130222
	 "
^^` NASS-21704	 73/04/01
	 155 PAGES	 t,NCLASSIFIF,D DOCUMENT
TRACKING AND QATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM CQNFIGURATIDN AND TRADEOFF
»` STUDY.
	






Ff.PORT,	 22	 AUGUST	 1572	 —	 1 APRIL.	 1973
^, ^ (CO^aFIGURATI(]N	 CATA	 eNC DESIGN.	 INFORMATION FOR	 SPACt
	
SHUTTLE	 LAUNCH ^
D F TR4CKIMG AND CATA RELAY SATELLITE $Y .STEM — VOL. 4)_
l "^^^
..
HUGHES	 AIRCRAFT	 CD_.,	 FL SFGUNDO,	 CALIF.	 (SPACE AND CCMMUNIGATICNS
t, GROUP.)	 AVAII.^:TIS	 HG	 $11.75
'	 ^ /*RADIO( RELAY SYSTEMS/*SATELLITE TRANSMISSION/*SPACE SH4TTlES/*TOR I











P4GE	 1579	 C4TEGGRY 31	 NASA—CR-130221
^
^'.
^,^^55-2.1704	 73/0 4 /O1 : l47 PAGES	 UNCLASSIFIED DOCUMENT
t+ ^{^ TRACKING AND CATA RELAY SATELLITE	 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND TRADEOFr
^; " s STUDY.	 VOLUME	 3	 ATLAS CENTAUR	 LAUNCHr_fl TDRSS.
	
P!^RT
	 2	 FINAL !
r' hEPOR,Tr
	
?_2	 AUGUST	 1.972	 —	 1	 4PRIL	 1573
lDAT4	 AND CCSIGP^	 INFC:RMATICN FCR	 ATLAS CENTAUR	 LAUNCHED
^	 ^ ^« CO^iFIGUR4TIQN C!F TRACKING AN7	 CATA	 RELAY	 SATELLITE
	
SYSTEM — VOL.	 31 r;




	 4VA II,pNT IS
	 HG	 $ 14.50
^ /*ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEhIGLE/*RADIQ RELAY SYSTEMS/*SATELLITE_





















LSSUE	 13	 PAGE	 1579	 CATEGORY 31	 .NASA-CR-130220
{ N:+S5-21704	 73/04/01
	
305 PAGES	 UNCLASSIFIED UUCUMFNT
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SAT^LLIT'^
	 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND TRADEOFF




	 22	 AUGUST	 1972	 —	 1	 APRIL	 1573 q
'' `^ (CONFIGURATI ]N	 CATA	 AND DES iGN	 !7EV F LCIPMFNT FDR DELTA 2914
	 LAUNChEC J
TRACKING	 AyC CATA RELAY	 SATELLITE	 SYST_M--	 VCL.	 2) ^





#^' /*(^EITA LAUNCH VEHICLt/*RAGIC	 F.ELAY	 SYSTEMS/*SATELLITE.-
































?"	 ,^73N227U9*q	 ISSUE 13	 PAGE 1579	 CATEGORY 31	 NASA-CR-130219
'	 NA55-21704	 73/U4/C1 80 PAGES	 U^CLASSIFIFD OUCUMENT
TRACKING AhD DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM CQNFIGURATION Abp TRADEGFF
^_	 ^ .. STUDY. VOLU^4E 1
	
SUMMARY. PART 2




	 (L^cVFLQPMFNT 0^ TRACKING CND CATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM CCNGEPT FOR
S E RVICE 0^ 101, MEDIUM, ANC hIGN CATA RATE t;SER SPACECRAFT — VOC. 1)
'^ '"	 HUGHES AIRCRAFT GO., FL SEGUNDO, CALIF. 	 (SPACE .AND COMMUNICATICh^S
^! ^ ^	 GFC^UP.)	 AVAIt..r^TIS	 NC ^E.t^O
^-	 /^GATA TRANSMISSLCN/*RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS/*SAttLl1TE



























71h1U4E^2*	 CATFGnRY 9	 GS^C-11b2Z	 71/11/C'C	 UNCLA-SSIFIE^C DOCUMEnT'
D^JMt`ST IC
RADIATION DIFFRAGTICN CALCULATICn J^ROGRAN /DIFFZ/
tC('1MPUTER PROGRAM COMPUTES' MAXIMUM POSSIBLE STRENGTH OF IKTERFEP.EnCE
PATTEPN SENT Fk^3M HIGH ALTtTU !DE TRACKI,^G AND CATA RELAY SATELLITE TC
LOW ALTITUDE USER SATELLITC. ^
/^ANTFNNAS/*CARTESIAN CUJR^7LNATFS/*COMPUTER PRJGRA^fiS/*i^IFFRACTICN




71M101bS	 ISSUE ^,	 PAGE 32	 GATEGUkY 7	 GSC-11*ZL
	
It3M 3b0
71^C9/CO 1 PAGcS	 FORTRA^J 1r4E5 f_AkDS	 UNCLASSIFIED GUCUMFNT
RACIATIUN DIF GRbCTICN CALCULATICn PkOGRAN, DIFF2
(CALCULATION OF DIFFRACTION TAKIKG PLACE CN SUP,FALE OF SPHERICAL
EARTH WHEN ELECTRO-MAGNETIC R.bYS FRCM'TDR SATELLITE RE FLF'GTED BY EARTH
SUR FACT 1




/*ELECTROMAGNETIC RACIATICN/*TDR SATELLITES/*^tAVE CIFFRACTICN/
DIFFRb.CTIC'N PATTERNS/ EARTH SURFACE/,FORTRAN/ FRESNEL KtGIUN/ IBM 360
COMPUTER
72X10394^1^	 ISSUE 3	 PAGE 72	 CATEGORY I1	 NASA-CR-127512
JPL-760-40	 F^9/U9/30 5..31. PACES UNCLASSIFIED DOCUMENT	 GCYT.+
CONTR.
TRACKLN ArJr) D>~TA RELAY SATELLITE NETWORK (TCRSNI
(TECHNICAL 4^VD OUST CATA CN TR!lCKING AND CATA RELAY SATELLITE




e/DIETL• M. G.	 A/COMP.
,1ET
.
 PR r]PULSION LAB., CALIF. INST. Uf TECH., PASADENA.
SPONS'IREC 3Y NASA
*COST ANaL!YSIS/*CA.TA ACQUISITtCN/*TDR
SATELLITES/*TELFCCMMUNICATION/ PROJECT PLANNING/ RANGE ANL RANGE RATE
Tk!1CKING/ VERY NIGH FREQUENCIES
,.	 ,-
^^	 72X10310*it	 ISSUE 3	 PAGE 69	 CATEG;JRY ?	 NASA-GR-122413 ESL -Si?8i
^-	 NA55-20228.	 72/03/09 87 PACES	 LNCLASS'IFIED DOCUMENT 	 GOVT.+ CC^TR.
k	 THE EFFECTS OF MULfi7;PATH ANC RF1 ^JN THE TDRSS CLMMaNC ANC TELEMETRY
..	 LINKS
,^^	 (;MULTIPATH ANU RAD10 F^Ei^UENCY IRTf:FtFERcNCE "FFECTS GN TCR SATELLITE'
•	 GC^NNAnC AND TELEMETRY LINKSI
a,;	 FINAL R=PORT
A/JENNY, J.; 8/SHAFT. P.
^:'^	 FSL, IMO.• SUNNYV.ALE• CALIF.
^	 !*MUiTIPATH TRANSMISSION/*RADIO FRE9lNCV INTFRFEttENCE/*TCjR^:
SATELLITES/#TELEMETRY/ ANTENNA RACIATIGN PATTERNS/ 5ATELLI_TE f.NTFNNAS/





71:X1C^??h^k	 ISSU%	 3	 PAGE	 1C7	 CAT^'i^f7RY	 7	 NASA-C'R-1187C6	 ESL-TM-215
PASS-2125	 71/t73/1A	 72	 PAGES	 UrdCLASSIFIED GOCUrJJENT	 GOVT.+
Cor^Ta.






(EFFECTS	 t7 =	MUL t IPATH AN17 RF I	 NC'CELING
	
t;N	 TDR	 SATECLI TE	 SYST=N1




? SATELLTTES/	 DAT4 PRCCESSI'^G/	 Ik^M	 ?EC CQhiPUTFR/ t4ATHEMATICAL MaDELS/
kAU IC	 wAVE5 /	 ^^I^'^VE	 SCAT TER ING
`, 74W70747	 _....3.10-3C-35
.^--	 ""	 `^ NETwC?RK	 UTILIZLTICN	 ArJD-St-LITTLE	 STUf^IES	 1S7^-Iy9il
UVAAS,	 C.	 M.	 3Q1-9E2-?3F7
1\ATI^NAL-AER.ONI'UTICS	 AVU	 SPACE	 >7CMINISTRATION. '^ClOCARD	 SPAGE	 FLIGi-T
CENTEu,	 GRE ENBFLT,	 Mf).
TH_ f)BJECTIVES ARE	 TC PERFORM NCVANCED SY-STEM PLANNING TC FORNULQTE
" AAJD	 I?FVFL^IP	 GCMPARATIVE	 M^JDFLS	 OF	 ^ETM,GRK	 SUPPORT	 CAPABILITIES	 AND
• NETrIhP.K	 Rl=SQURCES	 THAT. WILL	 ESE.	 REwLiREf)	 TO	 PRGVIDt	 GRt7LND	 SUPPORT	 CF
S4IUTTLF
	
ANO	 SHUTTLE	 LAUNGHEC	 PAYICADS	 iN	 ThE	 1979-1.990	 TIME	 F RA+^E.	 T!-E
NET z^ 1C1RK RESOURCES
	
wDI,LC	 INCIU^F.	 A	 TRACKING	 C,NI^	 CATA	 RELr^Y	 SATELLITE_
tTGRSI	 SYSTEM PLUS	 ^3	 TC	 It GRCU+VD	 STATIONS	 FOR. SUPPt:1RTING SHUTTLE
GRBITFR,	 StfRTIE LABS,	 SPACE	 TUGS,	 AND PAYLLa[)S	 INJECTED	 INTO
`^	 ^ _	 SYNCHR^Jt10US	 OttBIT	 AND	 $EYCND	 CR	 CPQITS	 !;B[;VE-.350	 N.MI.	 WITH ThE	 SPACE
TUG,	 4S	 WE'LL	 AS PAYLCACS	 LAUNCi-EC	 VIA	 CCNVE:NTICNAL DELTA	 BOOSTERSr




	 SYSTE M"^I CAP4BILITIES,	 CPERCTI(1NAL	 PHI LOSCPHY,	 rND






^^ 5YSTFM ftEGiUIKFMENTS FrJR THE GRCUNG	 SUPPORT NETWORK.	 TI1E	 APPRCACh WILL.
6^E	 70	 INVESTIGATE SUPPORT REi^UIRENE^TS OF FUTURE 	 M4NhEC	 AND tnMaNNFD
NTSSICNS	 SUCH AS SHUTTLE,	 LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE, 	 SPACC





'' ASTRGNOMY C18SERVATGRY, 	 QRBITIAG SCL p k	 OElSERVATORY,	 EARTH RESOURCES
.TECHNOLOGY	 SATELLITE,	 SYNCHRONOUS	 EARTH OBSERVATIGt^AL	 SATELLITE,	 ETC.





SUPPORT	 RE^IUIREMENTS t7N NtTtnCIRK 	 RECEIVING
AND TRANSMITTING SYSTEMS, 	 THE. NEThCRK CCNTRUL CENTERS. AND REMGTE-SITE
"" _, CQMPUTEP.	 AND CATA	 HANCIING S'YSTENS.`
/ DATA SYSTEMS/
	






E'NGI1^lEEnING/_ TCR	 SATELLITES/	 TRACKING NETWORKS
__	 I
{	 PAGE	 2	 (ITEMS	 5-	 b C7F	 391
^^	 . r 











UNa=RWUOD,	 C.	 H.	 3C1—SEA-2357
^.^ '^^ AATI^JNAi.,	 ACRCNA.UT?CS	 ANC	 SP ACC	 ACMI^JISTRNTION.
	
GODDARU	 SPkCc	 FI.IGf,T'"
C EhiTER,	 G'RE E^Jf3cLT,	 ND.
,. THIS	 T1^SK	 4DDRESSES	 TfE TCTAL	 SCGPE	 OF	 PKC,L^LFMS	 wHIGH	 ARE	 RELATED T!,C
d THE T^CHNI^4L
	
INTEGR'ATI('.N OF 	 THE	 S ?AC 4N AND	 THE MSFN	 INTO ThE STDN ANC
!
THE	 DEVEI^? p MENT_ rlF	 PLANS,	 PRCGR4MS,	 AND TfCHNIt^UES REt^UIREU	 TO UPDATE




'OFF cCTIVENrSS	 C)F ThE
	
SUPPGRT	 PRf]VIDEO AND	 INC kEASE THE GOST
^
EFFEr..TIVFNFSS	 '.JF	 T^-E





WILL_ t3E	 IDENTLFIEU	 AND	 Tt-EIR	 POTENTI^► L	 IMPACT	 UFCN	 TF-E
`'"	 ^ _ N^TW'1RK	 wILI,	 RE	 EVALUATED ALCNG WITF-	 TIiEIR	 MISSION	 SUPPORT
^,	 ^ ^.^ CAP 4B IL IT I: S. 	 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES	 C^	 THIS	 TASK	 WHICH	 wILt	 AFFECT	 ALL
' 
.x	
^^^ ELEMENTS	 OF,THE NETWORK,	 INCLUDING	 REh^OTE	 SITES AND GA TA HANCLING
fi ; SYSTEMS,	 AKE	 IDENTIFIEC	 IN TF-E	 FGLLCWING	 t^ki^AC	 AREAS
	
(1)	 INTCGR4TIL''N
"_" CF	 NS F N	 AND STADAN	 NETWGRKS,	 (2)	 TCRS	 IMPACT CN THE	 NET'wORK,	 (3)
'	 ^ /(C)TTRACKINGFCOVETA•
	 l4)	 ADVANCED
<	 <	 ^	 RAGE. MODEtLNG.}MUNICATIONSYSYSTEMS,PANG_TnIACCh
k	
^
^	 ^: / DATA SYSTEMS/
	
NANNEO SPACE FLIGHT NETNClRK1 RESOURCES tgAN4GEMEVT/
rI^
,	
^ STACAN	 (SATELLI?E TRACKING NETWORK)/ TGR 	 SATEII_ITES
"
F






































1r ^ _	 -	 ._	 -_ Y
_,
.. ^	 ^	 j.^
#jM	 i
7^; w7077.0	 310-2 C — 32
NIGH	 RELIABILITY	 CONTROL. SYSTENS FOR	 ANT^PdNA$
-^ R:t,vMANN,
	 N.	 A.	 3C1—SE?—E 579
nAT?ONAL
	





'	 ^' CFNTEP..	 GRFENfiELT.	 MD.
^'	 r` 	 - C[7^lCENTRATION	 (?F	 CATA	 aCc^-UISITICN	 RESPONSILiILITiES	 AND	 INCkEASIhG `
^ATQ	 FAMDWTDTHS RESULTING FRGM RECUCTIGN
	 IN	 TFtE NUMBEF^
	
OF	 NET'^IJRK
t l 5TGTIONS	 ARF	 PLACING	 GREATER	 LOACS CN	 ThE	 NET'v^CuK	 LICKS.	 TNUS,	 THE	 COST
`	 ^	 ^- OF	 LIrvK	 DOWN	 TIME	 IS	 INCRFASEC,	 RECLIRIhG	 A	 CCFRtSF[.NU1^^G	 TNCt2EASE	 It\




SYSTEM	 IS	 Gt^E	 OF TI-li=	 FEW
'` COMPONENTS TO	 SJHICH RGCUNCANCY GdNNCT E3E 	 ECCNCMIGALLY ANPLIEC.	 IN 5
' AGOITItIN^	 LINK	 DOv^N	 TIME DUE	 TO	 ALICNi^tErJT- P.EQUI a:EMENTS	 AND	 ROUTINE








AND	 nPFRATLON	 lM	 .AND. C)
	
MANPOInFR	 IS	 NIGItLY	 DESIFtAfiL`c	 AFiCVE
`
^f3J'^CT -`IVES ARE	 MET	 LA Y	 THE TASKS	 IN	 THLS RTOP.	 THE	 COMPUTER	 CCNTRCLLr=D ^	 '
--^,,,.. a,	
"+s ANTE^!rJA	 SYSTEM HAS	 DEMCNSTRATEC	 A	 POTENTIAL	 FOR	 MARKL= D REDUGTLGN	 IN	 IN '






SYSTEM	 IS	 OPERATING	 >XPERIMEtJ7ALLY	 AT	 TEE'
NETWORK	 TEST	 ANA TRAINING FnCILITY	 iNTTF)	 ANO	 IT	 WILL	 SUPPORT	 TI-E
'` STACAC	 SYSTEM.	 THE	 ACOI,STICAL	 ANALYSIS E6IUIFMENT	 FUK	 DETECTING
	
ANU
IDENTIFYING	 INCIPIENT	 FAILURES	 IN HYDRAULIC ANU MECHANICAL	 SYSTEMS	 HAS
' INSTALL E D ON	 TEN	 NETwCRK	 oNTG^NaS.	 IN	 ADDITIGN	 TCJi)IRECT	 SUPPORT_BEEN
`^ TO	 THE	 NETk^ORKr
	
THESE	 iNSTALLATIGt^S
	 WILL	 PROVIDc	 FIr=LD	 DATA	 FOR	 FURT ►-ER
,`;^ EVALUATION AND	 ANALYSIS TCCHNIt^UE	 DEVELOPMENT UNDER	 TNIS F.TCF.	 STUCY
' _EFFORTS	 IN PROGR`SS WILL DEFINE THE UESIGN CHARACTERLSTICS fGR. 	 A NIGh
^^ R ACCURACY C^,NTROL SYSTEM '^1HICH 	 IS	 RFCUIRED FOR FUTURE ANTENNAS OPERATING
IN THE KU— BAND SUCH A,S THE GROUND STATIGN IN SUPPORT OF 	 THE TRACKING
,AND	 CA.TA	 RELAY	 SATELLITE	 (TORS)...
/ ANTENNAS/	 AUTOMATIC CGNTRCIL/ 	 SATELLITE TRACKLNG/ SERVCNECHANI_SMS/







































4 GRCUNt^ 1,NTEPINA FOR WIDEBAND CATA 7RANS M ISSIUN SYSTEMS
DOC► r L. k.	 301 -9A2-5319
NATIONAL AFRi^IJAUTIGS AND SPACE ACMINTSTRATI(^N....GUCDARG SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER, GP.FENBELT, MD.
FUTURE_^1DVANCEG SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS WILL TRANSMIT CATA TO THE GRl)UNC
aT RATES MUCH NIGHER THAN THAT OF CURb^NT OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS. THE
EARTH f?BSEkVATION SATFIIITE (EOS) SILL TRANSMIT HIGH RESULUTIC^1 COLOR
TV EITHER DIRECTLY TO A GROUNC STATION OR VIA A TRACKING ANC BATA RELAY
._ S:4TELLITE (TORS). THE TORS WILL TRANSMIT SIGNALS FROM EUS AND OTHER
SATELLITES WHICH REQUIRED TOTeL TCR^ BANDhIUTHS APPkUACHING 1 GHt.
EXISTING NASA 6ROUNC STATIONS ARE NCT EC^UIPPED FOR SUCH DATA RATES.
_ FUTURE WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION HY TORS, EOS AND OTHER PROJECTS, REQUIRE
USE OF FREc^UFNCIES AT hHICH THE NECESSARY BANDWIDTH CAN EiE ALL'JCATED. A
WIDEBAND (APPROXIMATELY 1 GHZ1 SYSTEM RE(^UIRES A HIGH PERFGRMANCE
__ GROUND ANTENNA SYSTEM. EMPHASIS ON OVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY WI IL-BE
ESSENTIAL TO 4N ECONOMICALLY FEASIHIE GROUND STATIGN. IN PARTICULAR;,
TECF-NIGIUES AND COMFGNFt• JTS WILL BE CFVcLOPEC hHICH YIELD HIGH EFFICIENCY
^. ANTENNA SYSTEMS, FEED SYSTEMS, 1^N0 LOY^ NOISE PREAf4PLIFIERS. IN
ADDITION, DICHRQIC SU(3REFLECT0R TECHNIQUES PERMITTING SIMULTANEOUS AND
EFFICIENT OPtRATLUN OF AN ANTENNA AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES MITHCUT
.DEGRADATION QE OVERALL PERFORMANCE CR FLEXIBLLITY WILL-BE REFINEC.
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND I;ES'iGN TCCLS WILL BE FURTHER DEVELCPEC TO
SUPPL^RT THE SPECIFIC RF6IUIRENENTS OF THESE AGVANCi.D ANTENNA. SYSTEMS ANC
.THE GENERAL ANTENNA CEVFLOFMENT PROGRAM.






TRACKING-_AND OATe RELAY SATELLITE TECHNtJLOGY Dc VFLOPMEiVT
CLARK, G.'t^.	 3U1-982-E331
NATIONAL AFR^7NAUTtCS AND SPACE ACMTNISTRATION. L;UDDARC SPACE FLIGHT
s	 _ .CENTER, GR.F tNHFLT, MD.
_r	




PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A T2ACKING ANf DATA RELAY SATELLITE. SYSTEM TC BE
_USED. F(^R ,t;UPP7RT CA F NASA MLSSICNS, AND (2) TC PROVIDE FOR THE CRCERLY
^^	 C^:VELCPMFNT nF THE TECHN!OLCGY REGI 3 IRE^? FUR INPLFMENTlNG b
FIRST-GENERATION TDRSS HY 177. VARIOUS STUDIES, SIMULATIONS, AND MODEL.
"'"	 FABkLCATIOPS riI_LL BE PERFSJR3H^D TG E'STAHLLSH THE P^RAMETC^RS FCa A TDRSS,
_,




INHERCNT tN TI{F SYSTEM. IN AD!IITICN, T^CHNCLOGY WILL. hE GEVEL[? p EC HS
^_ ^, REQUIRED FUR A F IRST-G EN ERAT ION '?ORBS.







_. _ _ ^ ^^. . ^- _ a^
^:_^ .
a
_	 T3 W70717	 150-22-32
HIGH REL IABILITY CONTROL SYSTEMS FuR ANTEN'vAS
RAUMANN• N. A.	 ?O1-cf`-E^79	 .
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ANC SPACE ACMINISTRATION. ^UDDARC SPItC^ FLIGhT
CENTER, GREENBELT, MD.
CO NCENTR4TION CA F CATA AGVU IS ITICN kcSPCIVSIGILITIES ANC LNCPEASING
,_DATA. BANDWIDTHS RESULTING FRCN RECUCTICN IN THE NUMBEk OF NETwGRK
STATIONS ARE PLACING GREATER LOADS CN T1-E NETWORK lIf\K5. THUS, THE COST
('F L;IhK DOWN TIME IS INCREASED, RF.GGIRING A CORRESPC^JDING INCREASE Ih'
lIRlK' RELIABILITY. TFE ANTENNA CONTROL SYSTEM IS CNE OF THE FEW
COMF !CNENTS TO WHICh REDUNCANCY CANNOT BE ECONOMICALLY APPLIED. IN
A^DITLON• LINK DOWN TIME OUE TO ALIGNMENT REGUIRE^^IENTS AND ROUTINE
MAI1vTENANCE HAS TO BE MINIMIZED. AT ThE SAME TIME A RE DUCTICN IN
N.AINTENANCE AND DPERATICN tM AND 0I-MANPOWER IS HIGHLY D'ESIRA[3Lt. ABOVE
OBJECTIVES' ARE MET BY THE TASKS LN THIS RTOP. THE COMPUTER CC NTRCLLEC
AnTcNNA SYSTEM HAS QEMCNSTRATEC A PCTf:NTIAL FOR MARKED REDUCTIGN IN (M
ANO 0) MANPOWER ANC ThE F^JNCT ILNS OF' SEVERAL EQUIPMENTS HAVE BEEN
SUCCESSFULLY INTFGRATEC. THIS SY'STEN IS OPERATINV EXPERIMENTALLY AT THE
_ NETWORK TEST ANU TRALNING FACILITY CNTTF) AND PROTOTYPE DESIGN HAS
BEGUN FOR FY 73 OPERATION. IT WILL SUPPORT THE STADAC SYSTEM AT NTTF TC
BE INSTALLED IN THE .SANE TLME'FRAME. THE ACDl.5TICAL ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT
`,FOP DETECTING QND IDENTIFYING INCIPIENT FALLURFS IN HYDRAULIC ,4NG
MECHArJIr.AL SYSTEMS IS P.EI_NG OR .HAS BEEN INSTALLtD GN TEN NETWORK
ANTENNTS. IN ^CDITICN TO DIRECT SUPPORT TO THE NETr^URK• THESE.
_ INS TAILATIE1t^tS WILL PROVIO= FIELD CATA FOR FURTHtk EVALUATIC^' AND
ANALYSIS TFCHNIQIJF CcVELOP`1FNT ULCER THLS RTOP. STUDY EFFORTS IN
PRC^GRFSS WILL. `D EFINE TF-E dESICfv C1-ARACTERI ST ICS Ft3R A HIGH ACCURACY
CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH I.S REQUIr^FD FUR F[,TURt ANTENNAS OPEKATING IN TI-E
KU-BAND SUCH AS T1-IE GRC'UND STATION ;N SUPPORT OF TtiF TRACKL^G ANO DATA
_r	 RELAY SATELLLTF (TORS).
/ ANTENfaAS/ CATA- AtGUISIT I0N/ GRCUf`JD STATIONS/ SERVUMcCH^NISMS/ TCR
SAT ELIiTFS/ TEL^C(1NMUrJICATi^^N	 ^
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^'	 T	 THE TWD OBJECTIVES. ^! R= 111 TC FRi]VICE FGR THE JCFINITICN CF A
TRACKING Atv^? CATA RELAY SAT=ELITE SYSTEM TC B^ USE7 FOR SUPFO^T CF NbSA
MISSIONS, ANA (7.) TC PE:CVIr>F FC?R TFc CRdERLY CEVEL'JPME^JT ^^F THE
i	 _'T ECHNOLCGY REt^UIREC FUR I'MPLEN'FNTIr\G r. FIRST-GF^tRATIL,N TDkS5 3Y 1977.
VaRI^]US STUDI^5 JILL Hf P^RrfJRMEC^ TO CSrAt3LI5H T Ht CKITERIA F:^k A
1DR;5, WHILE IlTt-ER STiJCIES VIII LOCK FQR Si7lUTICiVS TO PROBLtNe INHERENT
IN THE. SYSTEM. IN ACCITIC^V, TFGHNGLCGY u^ILL BE ^^FJE"LOPED AS RE^„U1RED
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